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~STRACT

A COMPARISON OF UNION ORGANIZATION OF
WHITE-COLLAR wOKKERS IN SwEDEN
AND THE UNITED STATES

The purpose ot thle study was to try to determlne why whltecollar workers are so well unlonlzed ln Sweden and
un10ni!ed in the Un1ted States.

80

11ttle

A comparat1ve study of the

sltuatlon was made, employlng 11brary research and a personal
1nterv1ew.
In 1960, 726,300 Swedlsh salarled employees, or about 70 per
cent ot the 1,050,000, were unlonlzed; 1n the Unlted States,
2,200,000 out of 21,700,000 e11g1ble wh1te-collar workers, or
about 11 per cent, were un10n members.

Thts thests exam1nes and

analyzes the factors which help to explain this difference.
Hlstortcal, economlc, soclal and trade-unton factors tn
Sweden all played a role 1n the un10n1zation of white-collar
workers there.

Htstortcal factors were early recognitton of

unions by employers; overall aoceptance of economic organ1zat10n
by the Swedes; favorable labor 1eg1s1ation; and establ1shment of
the F01k.tahus (People's House) by unions in the commun1ty.

In

the Un1 ted States h1stor1cal factors impeded the growth of whi tecollar unlone.

Oppos1t10n of employers, indlvidua11sm of wh1te-

collar workers and restrictive labor legislation were all h1stor1cal factors work1ng against the un1on1zat10n of these worl.<.ers.
Econom1c facto ra he.d an 1mpo rtant influence on wh1 te- colla.r
workers un10n1zing ln Sweden but not much of an 1mpact on such
workers 1n America.

Whlte-collar workers here cons1der status
i

11

and respectability on their Jobs generally more important than
money or fringe benefits.
Social factors in

Swed~n

such as employers· and employees'

attitudes toward unions encouraged white-collar workers to unionize.

In the United States, Gaetal factors such as middle-clase

attitudes of white-collar workers. employers and the community toward unlons m.e,de organizing of White-collar people difficult.
Trade-union factors in Sweden such as the existence of wide·
ly read labor newspapers, extensive worker education programs,
and highly organ1zed foremen's and superv1sors' unlons, have
created an atmosphere conducive to unionization of white-collar
wo rkers.

\\ell-established wh1 te-colla r unions are reaa 11y

available to those eligible to Join.

Very little jurisdictional

conflict exists between manual workers' and wh1te-collar unions.
Instead, a spirit of cooperation in organizing workers prevails
among unions in Sweden.

In the Un1ted States, wh1te-collar

workers have not had unions readily available, even if they wished
to join one.

There has not yet been a real concerted orga,nizing

drive aimed at White-collar workers, and such a project 1s long
overdue 1f these workers are to be unionized.

Jurisdictional

squabbles exist between white-collar and industr1al unions.
Union organizational structures are basically Similar in the
two countries, but one exception is a separate wh1te-collar union
tederation (TeO) ln Sweden.

This separate federation played a

significant part 1n un10nizing salaried employees in Sweden.

111
The Swedish and A merlcan

sltuF~tlon8

are not directly com-

perable beoause 01' d1..verg,-,nt hlstorloal, econom1c, soclal and

trade-union factors and S'Ksden ts a. much smeller country th.!!n
the United States.

aut the Swedish experience indicates the need

in the States fot' a ooncarted Gl'san1z,il1g drive among white-collar
we riters. a change 1n

0

rganlza t tenal structllre, and expenjed €ulu-

catlonal. public relations and publ1elty activities.

LIrE
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Tbe employment of white-collar workers has expanded in
every industrial country in the world at an unparalleled rate
during the last sixty-one years.

The lame trend is apparent
practically everywhere in tbe world. l At the same time, the

number of blue-collar workers has only increased slowly, or
not at all.

White-collar workers bave multiplied at a rate

that few could ever have foreseen.

8y their

ris~

in number,

white-collar people have upset the nineteenth-century expectation that society would be divided between entrepreneurl
and wage workers. 2

Few would venture to lay today that the

culminating point of wbite-collar growth has been reached,
but most would agree that this development haa bad a farreaching impact on the structure of all societies.
IDavid A. Morae, Report !! ~ Director-General,
Int,rnational La~olr Or&anization, Report No. 1 (Geneva,
1961), p. 58.
2C. Wright Kills, Wbite Collar:
Clalses (New York, 1951), p. ix.

1

The Am,rican Middl,

2
Definitio~

g! Tera White-Collar Workera

The term "white-collar workera" is generally used to describe per.ona employed in three broad categoriea: l
<a)
workers.

Prof.asional, semi-professional, and technical
This Iroup include. salaried architecta, accountants,

cheaist., enlineer., teachera, nurses, superviaora and various
other specialista and technical personnel.

Man)" are employed

in administrative jobs.
(b)

Clerical and kindred workers.

This is the largest

single ,roup of white-collar workera in the labor force.

rhi.

group include. workera .uch a • • ecretarie., typista, file
clerka, bu.ine.s machine operators, and related office job ••
(c)

Sale. worker., who sell loods or services to busi-

neas organisatioal and to con.umers.

this catelory include.

both wbolesale and retail trade employee ••
Cutting acrol. these groups are service workera.

The

aervice workera in trade, finaDce, public administration and
the profeaaiona are generally considered white-collar. 4

3U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistica,
~ Labor-Management Relations !A ~ Unit!4 State!,
Bulletin No. 1225 (WaahingtoD, 1958), p.l.

A Guide

4BenjamiD SolomoD, "Growth of the White-Collar Work
Force," Journal 2! Busine •• , XXVII (October 1954), 269-270.

-3

This term is not a precisely defined one, due to the
existence of many occupations in employment categories which
don't fit precisely into the white-collar categories listed
above.

Service workers in many jobs are in this shady area

between white- and blue-collar. S

Some jobs also contain as-

peets of white-collar work, such as a foreman's job in a
manufacturing plant.

In the United States, foremen are not

always considered white-collar workers, though in Sweden they
are.

They will, however, be included in this thesis since

their position in the work structure and their middle-class
attitudes toward unionism are very similar to other whitecollar workers. 6
The term white-collar worker is used interchangeably with
salaried employees, non-manual workers, n.on-blue collar employees, and other similar terms.

The distinction between white-collar and wage-worker iR
based in part on the "non-commodity producing" character of
white-collar work.

The Labor Economics Staff of the Bureau

of Labor Statistics

use~,

along with "fixed payment by the

day, week, or month," two other criteria=

"A veIl-groomed

5Industrial Union Department, Labor .oo)s ~ the WhiteCollar Worker, Proseeding. (Washington, 1951 , 63.
6Solomon, p. 268.

4

appearance" and "the wearing of street cloth.s at work."7
'or purpose. of this

the.is~

the term will exclude man-

agera, head officials, proprietors and top executives not
eligible for membership in any union or professional &.80ciation that carries on the functions of a union.
Need !.2.!: Further Study of Situation

!! United States
Since the United State. Is the leading industrial nation
in the world, the trend toward employment of more whitecollar workers is quite evident here.

White-collar werker.

in the United States have aore than quadrupled since the turn
of the century.

They have risen from 28 percent in 1900 to

about 4i percent of the nonagricultural work force in 19iO.
By 1970 this percentage i8 expected to hit 48 percent. 8
Much has been written about this situation and its importance to the labor movement in the United States.

A res-

olution passed at the American Federation of Labor-Congre.s
of Industrial Organizations Convention in 1959 stated, in
part, that "in view .f the fact that the current major strength
of the organised labor movement is found in the non-whitecollar segment of our econoay, this trend (toward white-collar

' Mi l ls , p. 359.
8Carol A. Barry, "White-Collar Employ.ent: Trends and
Structure," Monthll Labor Review, L:;XXIV (January 1961),
12-15.

p
5

ellploTllent) dellonstratea the unquestioned need for concentrated attention to organising among clerical, aale., service, technical and professional employees in both private
and public employment. n9
A conference within tbe AFL-CIO to study this trend toward white-collar employment concluded that if the labor
movement was to continue as an effective force in America, it
had to orlanize the growinl number of white-eollar workers. lO
Because of this situation it is clear that further study
il needed to determine the various factors at work affeetinl
the unionisation of white-collar workers in the United Statea.
As a aajor part of this study, a comparative approach haa
been selected. as the way of contrasting and pinpointing the
various factors affect to, unioniaation of white-collar workers.
Thi. approach was selected. so that an analysis of the factors
could be more sbarply drawn and comparisons made, when set
against the factors at wOl"k in a country, Sweden, where a high
degree of unionization among white-collar workers exiata.

The

primary reaearch methodology employed in this thesis was

9 American rederation of .Labor and Congress of Industrial
Oraanisations, Policl Relolutions: A a ted September !!!! ~
~ Third Constitutional Convention
Washington, 1960), 170.
10Indultrial Union Department and American Labor Education Service, suamarf Report ~ Staff Seminar: White-Collar
Workerl !!Industrl New York, 1960), 3.

6

library research and a perlonal interview.
Limitations 2! Thesis

~

Comparisons

As do moat theaea, this one will. bave 80me limitations.
Most restrictive of all limitations is the fact that it was not
possible to visit Sweden to become familiar first-hand with the
Swedish society, economy and union movement, particularly whitecollar unionism.

Another limitation of this thesis is the fact

that the writer cannot read Swedish, which precluded the readinl and lathering of inforMation from books or other publications written in Swedish.
Attempts have been _ade. however, to overcome these limitations by a perlonal interview with an official at the Swedish
Consulate who was familiar with tile matter. incorpor,ated into
this the.is.
made

f~r

Also a relatively exhaustive search has beeD

all material written in Enllish about the trade-union

movement in Sweden, especi •. lly whj.te-collar unions.

Letter.

were written directly to the white-collar union federation in
Sweden. aa well as to other leadinl groups in Sweden connected
with the unionization of white-collar people.
There are of course limitations in comparing two apparently dissimilar situations in diverse countrie. as the United
States and Sweden.

This thesis will, however, draw the read-

ers' attention to similarities and difference. between historical. economic, social and trade-union factors in the United

p:c

--------------------------------------------------,
7

State' and Sweden.

Some of them are sufficiently foreign to

offer contrasts but still within the range of what is co.monly
called \t'estera civilization so a8 to make comparison meaning.
ful.

Comparison, it is said, "when used intelligently, opens

insights into one's own institutions and their functioning
that are not easily obtained in any other way.RII
The validity of comparisons, in this thesis, between
Sweden and the United States, is somewhat limited.

Sweden is

a relatively ••a11 country compared with the United States.
It had a land area of 173,615 square miles, a homogeneous population of 7,500,000 and a total work force of 3,800,000 in
1960. 12 All this has produced a country favorable to economic
organisations and social traditions based on group or,anisation.

The smaller land area, population and work foree have

made organization on an economic basi. more practiCAl and
easier to accomplish than in a country such aa the United
States, which had a land a.rea of 3,608,787 square milel, a
heterogeneous population of some 180,000,000 and a work torce
of about 68,000,000 per.ona in 1960.
11
Adolph Fox Sturmthal, ed., conteaporarf Collective
Bareaininl ~ Stv.n Countrie. (Bev York, 1957 , p. iii.
l2Tord Ekstroa, "The Swedi.h Trade Unions: A Survey,"
Labof Development, Abroaq, U.S. Department of Labor (August
1960 , 1.

p
------------------------------------------------------~
Jevertheless, the fact of white-collar unionism in
Sweden is "tremendously relevant" to the American labor move13
ment today.
The experience of the trade-union movement and vhitecollar unionism in Sweden cannot be dismissed as Without
meaning for the United States. 14
history of free,
experienced
history;

de~ocratic

Both countries have a long

trade-unionism;

industriali~ation

both nationa

at roughly the same period in

and their leadln, trade-union federations were each

established in the late nineteenth century.

In addition,

both union movements experienced the same general trend from
craft to industrial unionislI,

the growth in the percentnge

of white-collar workerl in the labor force bas followed
parallel lines of develop.ent;

and the unionisation of

white-collar workers has lagged behind -- in tille and in
numbers -- the unionization of other workers.

Hence, thQre

is 80ae fir. baais for pointin, out that the unionization of
white-collar workers in Sweden has some relevance to the·
United States.

l3\alter Gal,nBon, Trade Union DemocracI .!!!. Western
Europe (Berkeley and LOB ADI.le., 1961), p. iv.
14Marquis W. Childs, This !! DemopraCII Collective
Bar&ain1ng t! Scand1navia~w Haven, 1938), p. xvi.

9

Definition and Translation

2! Terms

The writer, for the most part, has avoided using special
Swedish language terms.

The following are special and 8igni-

ficar.t terms used in the thesil, listed alphabetically, with
their

deti~dons,

and Swedish wording in most cases:

Central Or&anizati9n

s1

Salarie~ ~mploye~s

-- Tjansteman-

nens Central organisation (reO) -- the leading independent
white-collar union

fed~ration

in Sweden.

It was formed in

1944 by the merger of two ted,ratioDs, one of which coYered
the private sector (founded in 1931) and the other the public
sector (founded in 1937).

There is no comparable labor fed-

eration in the United States.
Conted'ratio~

of Swedish Emplorer, -- Syenaka Arbets-

guaraforeningen (SAY) -- the leading employers' organization
in Sweden which carries on collective bargaining in behalf of
its employer-members.
Contederation

2!

It was established in 1902;
Swedish Trade Uuions -- Landaorganiqa-

tioncn i Sverige (LO) -- the central federation of unions,
founded in 1898, which represents about 70 percent of all
organized workers in Sweden.

This organization 1s comparable

to the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial
Organizations in the United States.
KronoE -- bl.ic unit of

m~ney

in

~weden.

One Swedish

kronor is equal to approximately 20 American cents.

10

National Union

.2.! Civil Servants -- Statstjanstemannens

Rikaforbund (SR) -- a minor independent labor confederation,
consisting of certain officers and senior Civil Servants in
Sweden, which was founded in 1917.
Salaried Eaploye,s -- a term used in Sweden that generally distinguish.s white-collar workers from other workers.
For purposes of this theais, the definition of the term will
follow that of Frita Croner. lS

Hia definition is based pri-

marily on the duties perfor.ed, which can come under anyone
of four types of work or functions, namely, managing, planning, administrative or co •• ercial.

This definition covers

quite adequately the occupations which are generally termed
"white-c61lar" jobs in the United States.

However, since

this study concerns itself with the unionization of 8alaried
employees in Sweden, the term will naturally exclude top
executive8 who are ineligible for me.bership in any union or
profe8sional association that carries on the functions of a
union.
Swedish Confederation

o~

Profeaaional Associationa --

Sveriges Akademikers Centralorganisation (SACO) -- a central
federation of university graduatea which acta both as a profeaaional aasociation and trade uRion for ita members.

l5Frita Croner, "Salaried Employee8 in Modern Society,"
International Labou£ Review, LXIX (February 1954), 97-110.

"-----------------------------------------------------------,
11

It was formed in 1947 and today represents about 75 percent
of all professionally-employed university graduates.
Swedish Union !! Clerical ~ Technical Employees ~

l!-

dustry -- fiv,nska Industr1tjanst,.annaforbundet (SlY) -- the
largest white-collar union 1n Sweden affiliated to the independent white-collar union tederation (TCO).

CHAPTER II
UNIONIZATION OF WHITE-COLLAR WORKERS
In order to make a meaningful comparison of union organIzation of white-collar workera ia Swedea and the United States,
certair.

!;-.i:,)

<a)

:u~asurements

mUlt be compared..

These are:

The number and proportion of white-collar workers in

the labor force in relation to all other workerl'
(b)

the degree of white-collar workers unionized, in

relation to the number of white-collar workers who are not
unionised, and
(c)

the relationship between the percent of workerl

unionized in all other lectors as compared with the percent of
workers organized in the white-collar sector ..
Compariaon

!! Number

~

White-Collar Workers
Sweden. like

oth(~r

Proportion

!!.

!!

Labor Force

industrialised countrie., has witnel.ed

in recent decade. an enormous growth in the number of aalaried
employees engaged in manufacturing, trade, transportation and
public service.

During the 40 years between 1910 and 1950,

the number of aalaried employees in Sweden increased more than
four-fold. They rose from eight to 27 percent of the gainfully

12

13
employed. l

In the twenty-year period from 1930 to 1950, the

number of salaried emrloyees increased by 95 percent.

Numeri-

cally, salaried employees rose from 425,000 in 1930 to 835,000
by 1950.

Women accounted for 46 percent of all salaried worker.

Salaried workers as a proportion of the total labor force increased from 15 percent to almost 21 percent.
same

p~r1od

During this

ot time, the proportion of manual workers declined

trom 64.5 percent to 54 percent of the work foree.

At the

end of 1951, there were over 1,000,000 salaried eaployees in
Sweden out of a labor force of about 3 million, or roughly onethird of the total.

2

By the end of 1960 the number of salaried

emrloyees had increased to about 1,050,000. 3

The tollowing

table illustrates the growth in the nUf!wer of salaried employees in Sweden since 1910.

lCroner,

l!!,

LXIX, 98.

2Harald Ada.s8on, 80m'e Facts About!!!.: The Swedish Union
of Clerical and Technicar:Employees in Industry (Stockholm,
Sweden, 1957;;-p. 1.
3Intormation from a peraonal interview of the author with
Mr. Ragnar Petri, Assistant Consulate General, Swedish Embassy,
Chicago, Ill., February 19, 1962.
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TARL!!; I

SALARI~D EMPLOYEES IN SWEDEN I
Number

!!.!.t

· · · • • · · • 105,000
· • • • · · • · · · • 425,000
835,000
• • • · · • • · • • •
· . . . . . . . · . .1,050,000

1910 • • • •
1930 •
1950 •
1960 •
lSource:

Croner, 98, and 1960 Swedish Census figures.

Indications are that the numher of such employecs is increasing each year in Sweden, and this trend should continue
into the foreseeable future. 4
The Swedish white-collar force has made its biggest expan. ion in manufacturing, growing about 145 percent from 1930
to 1950.

The number of manual workers per salaried employee,

which was 10 in 1920, had fallen to 5 in 1950.

Technical staff

increased five fold, while sales staff grew three fold. S
The increase in salaried employees also has been considerable in other sectors.

This applies particularly to State

and municipal employees.

Since 1928, the number of salaried

employees employed by the State has more than doubled, and
totaled about 250,000 at the end of 1960.

6

4!ill.
5Valter Arnan, TCO: ~ Central Organization ~ Salaried
Employees 1!:!. Sweden"{Stockholm, Sweden, 1953), p. 7.
6Interview with Ragnar Petri.
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2! Whit.-Coll!r Employse.

growth

in Unitld States
A siseable expansion in the white-collar sector of the
labor force is also evident in the United States.

In propor-

tion to other groups, white-collar occupations have grown
tremendously Bince the first decade of this century.

In 1910,

white-collar workers--professional, clerical, technieal, sales
personnel and managers--accounted for 31 percent of the nonagricultural labor force.

In 1930, whlte.collarite. (including

managers) accounted for 37 percent of the work force; and, in
1950, about 41 percent.'

In 1950 white-collar workers nu.b~red

12,482,000 (excluding managers) out of a total non-agricultural
labor force of 44,138,000. 8

A Labor Department spokesman noted that "between 19S0 and
1960 • • • white-collar employment rose 27 percent from 22.4
million to 28.5 million
nonagricultural employment_"9

reaching 47 percent of total
Moreover, this trend toward

1U~S. Bureau of the Cenlus, ~istorical Statistics £! the
United States.• CRlontal Ti.es ~ ll1l (Washington,1960), pp.69-74.

8Industrial Union Department, Selected Tables DtPictin& thl
chanfing Characttt of Unit,d State. L!DeE FRrse (Wa.hingtoD,
1961 , p. 2.
'Barry,

!&!,

LXXXIV, p. 14.

16
greater employment of white-collar a8 opposed to blue-collar
workers is sharp and clear, and will continue in the decades
to co.e. 10 It is interesting to note that 1957 marked the
first time that white-collar workers exceeded blue-collar
workers as a percentage of the work force.

From 1950 through

1960 the white-collar group expanded 27 percent, while the production group (blue-collar workers) grew only 4 percent. ll
Projections by the Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate that
this trend will continue into the foreseeable future. 12

A major shift toward employaent of white-collar workers
haa occurred in manufacturing induatriel.

It ia estimated

that froa 1948 through 1960 the number of production workerl
in manufacturing dropped almoat 5 percent.

White-collar

employee. during the aaae time grew from about 20 percent to
a total of 25 percent of all workers in manufacturing. 13
From these figurel it ia apparent that the trend in
Sweden and the United State. i. running in exactly the same

l0!lli.
II!!?!..!!.

l2U. S. Bureau of the Cenaus, Projections of ~ Labor
For e in the United States: ~ ~!!11, Series P-50, No.69
\\o'alhi~tO'ft";1954), p.l.
13Ewan Clague, "Social and Economic Aspects of Automation,
Monthly Labor Review, LXXXIV (September 1961), 959.

~--------------~
11

r

direction, with the United atatea having a loaewhat higher
percentage of the work force involved.

A coaparison of the

overall trend toward white-cellar workerl in

bwe~eD

and the

United States is shown in Table II, below.
TADLh 11
. WJUTR-COLLAH WOHKbn~ AS A PiHCE:fI OF TOTAL LABOR

aw.d ..

Year

FORCS2

United States

1910

8

31

1930

15

37

1950

21

41

1900

33

46

2Source,Croner, 98; interview with Ragnar Petri, and Bureau
of Lahor Statistics,
Decree

!1

Unionte.ti o,

About one out of tour persons in Sweden is a union member. 14

Out of a total work torce of about 3,800',900, 56

percent, 1,971,147 persons, are unionized.

.The overwhelainl

aajority of all union members are in labor organizations

14Xkstroa, "Swedilh Trade Unions," Labor Develop.ent.
Abroad, 1.

F
18

affiliRted with the Confeder£tion of Swedish Trade Unions
(LO).

Unions affiliated to LO, accounting for 15 percent of

all union members in Sweden, claimed 1,485,135 members as of
JanQa~y 1, 1961. 15
White-collar
affiliate~

Centr~l

w~rkers

in Sweden are organized in unions

to four separate federations of labor

ut.io~s

-- the

Organization of Salaried Emplo,ees (TCO), the Con-

federation of Swedish Trade Unions (LO), the National Union
of Civil Servants (SR), and the Swedish Confederation of
Professional Associations (SACO).

The total

me.ber~hip

and

number of affiliated national unions in each of these four
central federations, as of January 1, 1901, appear in Table
III, which follows.

IS"Sweden's Membersllip Up," Canadian Labour, VI (May
1961), 39.

19

tABLE III
CENTRAL FEDERATIONS OF UNIONS IN S~EDEN3

Organization

Number of Affiliated
National Unions

He.bership

Central Organizati~n of
Salaried Employees (~cO)

36

393,526

Confederation of Swedish
Trade Unions (LO)

43

_ 1,485,735

National Union of Civil
Servants (sa)

39

17,067

-Ai-

51.212

Swedish Conf.deration of
Professional Association
(SACO)
Total:

3Sourcea

152

1,953,540

Faskfgreninlsforelsen, p.49.

One feature of the 'Swedish labor movement which makes it
unique is the high degree of union organization among whitecollar worker..

Of the 1,050,000 salaried employee. in Sweden

in 1960 over 70 percent were unionized.

The leading white-

collar union federation is the Central Organization of Salaried Employees (TCO).li

l6S ee Appendix

Starting out with 175,000 members in

II for union structure in Sweden.

20
1931, TCO had built up its membership to 393,526 as of January 1, 1961. 17 TeO represents almost 40 percent of the
1,050,000 salaried employees ia Sweden.
collar unions outside Sweden; but nowhere

There are many whiteels~,

not even in

the other Scandinavian countries, which are highly unionized,
is there anything quite iike TCO.lS
The proportion of organized employees to the total number of white-collar workers varies considerably.

It is es-

timated that nurses, teachers, and army officers are completely
unionized, while S5 percent of the salaried force is organized
in the manufacturing industriel.

Only about 40 to 50 percent

of the salaried workers are unionized in retail trade and
commerce.

This is one of the few sectors lett in Sweden with

a large portion of unorganized workers. 19

This stems from

the tact that consumer cooperatives dominate most of the
retail trades and unionizing is ditticult in these non-profit
enterprises.
The extent to which Swedish white-collar workers are

l7Herman Blomgren, "Structure of Union Organizations,"
Fackforenin&srorelsen (August 1961), 4.
l80a lenson, Union Democracy, p. 84.
19!!!!. p. 85.

21
unionized is

in~icated

tion of SIF, the
that

memhersbi~

fro~

J~rRest

R

statement aprearing in a rublica-

affiliate Df the TCO.

It revealed

stood at 115,000 in 1961, 82 percent of the

number of employees (exclusive of foremen) within the field
of SIF. 20
Most TCO affiliated unions are composed of sblaried
employees, whose jobs are directly c0mparable to white-collar
ones in the United States.

For examrle, the membership Df

SIF includes chief engineers, designers, time-study engineers,
shop engineers, draftsmen, accountants, treasurers, bookkeepers,
sal~smen,

stenographers, typists and tplephone operators.

The only non-eligible persons are managing directors and others
on a high aanagerial level, such as top executi.ves in charge
of production, sales, and personncl. 21
men's and

~upervisors'

Aside from the Fore-

Union, the Hotel and Restaurant Km-

ployees, and the unions representing officers and noncom.isRioned officers in eke Armed Forces, all TCO affiliates
can be considered unions of exclusively white-collar workers.
Not all unionized salaried employees, however, are in
unions affiliated with TCO.

A considerable number belong to

the Confederation of Swedish Trade Unions (LO).

20Adamsson, p.- S.

2l Ibisl •

Judging from

the names of at least five affiliates of the LO,22 it il
apparent that this federation bas organized a considerable
number of salaried workers, but by no means the majority of
those organized.

It is, however,

rclativ~ly

iroVossible to

determine how many white-collar workers tllis federation has
organized, since it ouly rerortu its total membt:rship, with
no

diffel'~ntiation

between salaried and wage earners.

Assum-

ing that the five LO affiliates which have names indicating
a jurisdiction covering salaried workers are mhde up entirely
ur SHch workers, it can be ascertained that, at the end of
1958, these LO unions organized 256,495. 23

These unions

include the lower grades of salaried employees, such as
communications workers, railroad clerks, postmen, and insurance agents.

The State employees of these unions affiliated

to LO have a special organizational subgroup, the Swedish
Federation of Unions of State Employees, which had 154,870
members in 1958. 24

22International Confederation of free Trade Unions,
Directory .2.!. Labor Organizations I Europe, Chap.ter 26 (Brussels
Belgium, 1959~, pp. 10-17 •. These unions are the ~wedish
Commercial Workers' Unio~, Insurance Agents' Union, Swedish
National Hunicipal Workt~rfil' Unioll, r,,,,cdish ;'ostmcn t f' ll~ionJ
and Swedish Tele4raph and Telephone Workers' Union.
2J!lli.

24Aman,

!Q£, 1958, p. 5.

Two smaller trade union federations, tile National Union
of Civil SerV211ts (~H) and the ~wedish eonfed~ration of Profeasional Associations (SACU), also have unionized some portions of the salaried employees.
of

l7.~b7,

SR, with a total membership

consists of certain higher-grade

Civil Servants.

officer~

and senior

,sACO is an orgHnization for persons with an

academic education, although these persons are also found in
both Teo and SK. 25

The meaber organizations of ~ACO function

both as professional associations aud trade unions at the same
time.

Collective bargaining activities are carried on each

year by bACO affiliates, which leaves little doubt that they
actually do carry out the functions and purposes of a trade
union.

SACO claims a membership of 57,212 university gra-

duates, all of whom can be classified as salaried employees.
About 75 percent of all profes8ionally eUlployed univendty
graduates are members of SACQ.26
Its membership is increasing faster than that of any of
the other three central union federations in

Sweden~

This is

quite natural in view of the fact that employed university
graduates are increasing in number taster than most occupational groups.27

25!lllt.
26The ~"ledish Confcderati(')n of lrofessional AssociClt:ions,
!!. Ira.£.!. Unions (Stockholm,
Sweden, 1959), p. 4.
~wedish Professional, A8soc~ation8

2?nwi.

24

Table IV that follo,\,ls lists th(l'

nam('~s

cd'

ticns of Unions ic Sweden, together with

the Central Fedf'Tath~

n""ber of snlnri-

ed fmrloyees organized into vniens affiliated to them, as of
January 1, 1961.

TABLE IV
NU)'1BEt< \.11- S\(t.:l"I~H SALAFIED }JiPLOYhLS UNIONIZED"

pentral Federation

Number

Central Organization of
Salaried Employees (Teo) • • • • • • • • • • • • • 393,526
Contederation of Swedish
lrade Unions (LO) ••.• • • • • • • • • •
Nati.onal Union of Civil
Servants (SR) • • • • • •

•

• • • 258,495

.. .. . . . . . . .
~

17,067

Swedish Confederation of

Profc8$ional As.oeiations (SACO). • • • • • • • •

Tot .. l • • • • •
4Source:

~

51,212
126,300

'ackforeningsrorelsen, p. 49.

The tlClIl'e. tor to are for 1958 and are estimated as Ind! cat-

cd previously; later figure. are not availablo.

In thr
work~rs

Ulii~~d

States there is a much smaller degree ot

unionized as compared with the Swedish

e.r~rience.

About 23 percent ·of the total work force in the United State.

wa. organised at the end of 1960, the latest year for which

.~-.--------------------------~
.

25

official government figures are available. 28

About one out

of three employees in non-agricultural jobs was a union
29
member.
Slightly over 18,000,000 workers belonged to unioDs
affiliated to the American

'ede~Ation

of Labor-Congress nf

Industrial Organizations (A'L-el0) or to a number of small iDdependent federations or national unions.

At the end of 1960

over 80 percent of unionised workers, 15,000,000, were in
AFL-eIO affiliated unions) the other 3,000,000 in independents. 30
Total Whit.-Collar Kemb,rahip
According to reports from 125 unions, supplemented by
Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates for 59 uniona, approximately 2,200,000 union meabera in 1960 were white-collar
31
workers,
out of about 21,100,000 eligible for organisation
32
(excludes managers).
Therefore, the number of white-collar
workers organized in 1960 represented only slightly over
10 percent of those eligible tor unionisation.

This means

28

.
Harry P. Cohany, "Membership of American Trade Unions,
1960," Monthly Labor Review, LXXXIV (December 1961), 1303.
29 Ibid •
..........

30 Ibi4 •
3Ibid
l _••, p. 1 305.
32Industrial Union Department, Selected Tables. p. 6.
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about 90 percent of the white-collar work force in the United
States ia not organIzed.
the

fig~re8

A nuaber of unions which provided

for the Bureau of Labor Statistics had difficulty

deciding what, if any, proportion of its membership was whitecollar.

Unions in the United States generally do not keep

separate membership records for blue-collar and white-coll.r
members.

It can, therefore, "be assumed that the figures sub-

mitted to the Bureau are often only rough estimates."33
White-collar aembers in 1958 represented approximately 12
percent of all members of national and international unions.
In 1960, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, whitecollar worker. still accounted for only 12 percent
union .e.ber •• 3~

~f

all

The nuaber of unionized white-collar worker.

rose by only 8,000 between 1958 and 1960, though this was the
fasteat growing sector of the work force during that time. 35
A hieb degree of white-collar unionization exists in the

entertainment, new.paper, co.mercial airline, railroad and
communications industrie., and also among postal employees.

330 obany, p. 1306.

_.

34 Ibid

35 Ib1d ., pp. 1305-1306.

p
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The degree af actual unionization to potential unionization in
thB othAr industrien

is

quit~

a~d

scrvlo8s varies.

In this respect it

si&nificant that the one union in the non-governmental
a~ployees

field which has office

as its primary jurisdiction,

u\melYi the Otfice Employees International Unian (AFL.CIO).
h~s

a Hembers~ip of just over 50,000 (out of a potential of

nearly 8 million workors in 1958).36
had riseD

t~

In 1960 this potential

10 million.

However, some progress has been made in receDt years in
organisiDg white-collar workers in the retail and wholesale
trades by the Retail Clerks Intornational Association (AFL-CIO).
But even thougb "membership in this field has doubled in recent
years," only "10 percent of the 11,000,000 pot0utial" are
organised.

31
~-Q!2 Whit~~CQllar

Memberahin

In the United Statea, AFL-CIO affiliated unions at the
end of 1960 accounted
38

member~.

fo~

9 out of 10 of white-collar union

The AYL-CIO artiliates have only a slight number

36

Rebert J. Doolan, Attitudes 21 White-Collar Workcr~ ~Unioni!atioq, University of Michigan, Bureau of Industrial
Relations (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1959), p. 4, mimeo.

~

31'~dlon Barkin, The Decline ~ ~ Labor Movemtnt
(Santa Barbara, Calif.;-I9il), p. 45.
38

Cohany, p. 1306.

28
of white-collar workers organized in the trades, sales, offices.
finance, insurance and government (except for the postal services).

Clerical groups in all industries are atill largely

non-uni~n.39

AFL-CIO unions have only a small foothold

amon~

draftsmen, technicians and protessional employees.

engineers,
The Ameri-

can Federation of Tecbnical Engineers is the leading AFL-CIO
union with jurisdiction in this field.
AFTI reported some 13,000 member •••O

At the end of 1960 the
The National Association

of Broadcast Employees and Technicians (AFL-CIG) claimed 80me
6,000 radio and TV employees at the end ot 1960. 41
In addition, several thou.and engineers and technical
employee. are represented by

A'~-CIO

industrial union..

Lead-

ing AlL-CIO industrial unions in this respect have been the
United Auto Workers, the United Steelworkers of America, and
the Internatienal Union of Electrical Workerse

This latter

union has eatablished a sub-group within its organizational
structure.

It vas originally called the White-Collar Workers

Council but in 1954

chang~d

its name to the Professional,

Technical and Salaried Workers Conference Board.

This

39Sturmthal, Contemporar~ Collective Bargainina, p.253.
40U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor St~tistics,
Directory of National AnA International Labor Unions in the
United State8,1961, Bulletin 10. 1320 (Washington, 1962), p. 18.
41~., p. 16.

,--------------------------------------------------~
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conference board is "charled with the responsibility of assisting and organizing the unorganized eligible workers and servicing them in production locals or in their own locals.»42
the rUE experience with this organizationRl arrangement
has been unique.

'acts indicate it has'been relatively effec-

tive.

The IUK in 1956 1 under this Conference Board, organised
seventeen new salaried employees' local unions. 43 In IUE
District 4, which comprises New York City and New Jersey, there
were 4,500 salaried ••ployee. in 1951.

By early 1951 in that

district more than 14,000 lalaried employees had joined the
IUE. 44
This Conference Board is a very unique organizational
structure, and one to which further thought and study should
be given if industrial unionl of production-workers attempt
to organise white-collar workers on a large scale.
The Air Line Pilots Alsociation has been effective in organiz1ng over 20,000 pilots. The 'light Engineers Union, and
StewardA and Stewardesles Union alRo have
collar employees in the airlines.

organis~white

These are all uniona of

professional employees within the AFL.CIO.
42Industrial Union Department, Labor Look~, p. 24.
43Ibl~.

44...........
Ib1d •
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AFL-CIO unions have organized to a high degree, the
entertainment industry.

Two AFL-CIO affiliates dominate this

field -- The American Federation of Musicians and the Associated Actors and Artistes.

The Musicians with a membership of

about 266,000 and the Artiste., with a membership of 55,000,
represent the vast majority of performing artists in the United
.
45
States.
The American Newspaper Guild (AFL-CIO) have

organi~ed

over 30,000 whit.-oollar workers in the newspaper field.

In

addition to editors and reporters, the Guild has organized
offio. employees in the adVertising, circulation, and busine ••
departments of newspapers. 46
In the railroad industry and related fields, 300,000
clerical workers had been organized by the Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight

Handle~8,

tion Employees (AFL-CIO) by the end of 1960.
membership

Express and

St~

This union's

accoun~s

for "a large propor.tion of the clerical
work force in the railroad indu8try.n 47 This union, however, lost 80me Stooo members between 1958 and 1960 due to

45 U• S. Department of Labor, Directorx, pp. 14-24

4. ~bi4., p. 24.
41U. S. Department of Labor, Guide ~ Labor-Managemsnt,
p. 4.

31
widespread layoffs, terminiltion of employment and mergers of
railroad· lines.
In manufacturing, it was estimated by the Bureau of Labor
Statistfcs that more than 250,000 clerical employees had
joined unions at the end of lISA.

.. 8

In 1960 clerical workers

in manufacturing numbered about 2 million, while the number
unionized gained only slightly.

.. 9

In the cOl""lIIlunications industry, the Commnnica1:ions workers
of

Am~rica

(AFL-elO)

repr~sented

about 283,000 operators,

office employees and. other workers at the telephone compani ••
as of April, 1961.

In

Ka~ch,

1961, the Communications Work-

ers defeated the United Telerhone

Organization~

(Ind.) in a

National Jabor Relations 80ard representation election.
victory made the CWA bargainSng
white-collRr

prorloy~e~

refr~~entative

The

for 18,000

of the New York Telephone Comrany.

The

ewployees had bet'n represented for about twenty years by the
50
United Telephone Organisations (Ind.).
AFL-CIO unions have not been too effective in organizing
white-eo11or workers in the banking, innurnnce or finance
fields.

Although fome 24,000 insurance agents are unionized

.. 8!.!2.!!.: p. 5 •
•9
Cohnn)", p. 1306

50~ Stree~ Journal (New York), June 4, 1959, p. S.

~----------------------------------------------------3-2--~
(mostly

me~bers

of the Ins'trance Workers International Union,

AFL-CIO), tew clerical workers of insurance companies belong
to a union. 51
Strides have been made by two AFL-CIO unions, the Retail
Glerks, and the Retail-Wholesale Union, in organizing sales
workers in retail and wholesale trade.

Their strength is cen-

tered in the retail field in major eastern and western cities,
predominantly in department stores and large grocery-chain
stores.

Since 1945 membership in the Retail Clerks Union has

grown tour-fold, and it reached 342,000 during 1960. 52

Never-

theless, the great majority of sales workers in retail, wholesale and other trades and 8orvico. are still unorganized.
In 1960 almost 8,500,000 workers were employed by the 'ederal, State or local government. 53

Of this total, 824,000 em-

ployees were members of A'L.CIO affiliated unions. 54

Another

246,000 governnent employees were in unions not affiliated to
55
the AFL-CIC.
Hence, out of the 1,070,000 government employees

unionized, about 80 percent were in AFL-CID unions.

51 U• 8. Department of Labor, 9ui~ ~ Labor-Management,
p. 5.

52U. S. Department of Labor, Directorl, p. 28.
53
Industrial Union Department, Selscted Tables, p. 1.
54Cohany, p. 1306.
55!!!!.

~---------------------------.
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Of course not all of these government employees were
white-collar workers.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports

that nearly 40 percent of all government employees unionized
are white-collar. 56
In the Federal ,overn.ent, AFL-CIO unions have been very
effective in organizing post office employees.

The leading

AFL-CIO unions in this area are the National Federation of Post
Ottice Clerks and the National Association of Letter Carriers
of the

~rnited

Stat.s of AIIerica.

The overwhelming majority of the more than 2 million
clerical and protessional Federal employees at the end of 1960
were not unioni.ed.

The principal AFL-CIO union interested in

Federal white-collar employeea (excluding postal employees)
ia the American Federation of Governaent Employees.

This union

has organized some 10,000 Federal employeea, and ita atrength
8ince 1960 now exceeds the independent unioft -- Xational
Federation of 'ederalEaployees.
Of the more than 6 million State and local government employees at the end of 1960, a very 8mall fraction of them were
members of AIL-CIO union..

The leading union in this field i.

the American 'ederation of State, County and Municipal Employeea.

- -_. _ .

At the end of 1960, about 210,000 government employeea

r-

..

..,
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were card-carrying members of this unioR. 57

The meabership of

this union doubled froa 1950 through 1960.
Out of some 2,500,000 teachers in the United States at
the end of 1960, only about 55,000 belonged to the AlL-CIO
union chartered to organize teachers--the American Federation
of Teachers.

In December, 1961, the AFT won an election for

collective bargaining rights for 45,000 teachers in the New
York City public school system.

It defeated its rival, the

National Education Association, in the election by a two-toone margin with some 30,000 teachers voting. 58

The vote was

20,045 for the American lederatioD of Teachers, 9,770 for the
. Teachers Bargainin, Organization (a group formed by the National Education Association), 2,575 for the Teachers Union (Independent), 662 votes for no union, and 67 void or blank
ballots. 59
Independent Unions

!a !he United State,

In addition to AlL·CIO alliliated unions, there are a
number of

~ational

and local independent unions which have no

connection with the AlL-CIO.

These independent unions at the

570ohany, p. 1302.
S8Inloraation in a letter to Presidents of National and
Internatio~a~ Union. from Carl Megel, President of American
Federation of Teacher., AFL-CIO, January 31, 1962.
59
Ibid •
...........
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end of 1960 accounted for about 3,000,000 union member. in
the United statea. 60

No precise figurea are available on the

number of white-collar workers who belong to independent unions.
However, it is estimated that roughly one out of t.n whitecollar union members belongs to independent unions. 6l
The chief independent national unions are the International Brotherhood of Teamstera, Chauffeurs, Warehouse and Helpers
of America, the United Mine

Work~r8

of America, and the Rail-

road Brotherhoods.
The Teamster. Union had an alleged membership of 1,800,000
in mid-l960. 62 This group was expelled from the AFL-CIO in 1957
on charges of corruption and racketeering.

Although predomin-

antly a union of non-white-collar worker., officials of the
union have expressed a determined effort to organise all workers,
including white-collar workers. 63

They have had some success

in organising white-collar worker., but precise figure. are not
available.

60Cohany,p. 1299.
61Ibid., p. 1306.
62HOfficers' Reports to Eighteenth Convention Details
Teamster. Progress," !!! International Teamsters, LVIII (August
1961),50.
63!!!!., p. 51.
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The United Mine Worker. of America reported a membership
of 600,000 at the end of 1960. 64 This union was previously
affiliated with the Congress of Industrial Organizations
(before its merger with the American Federation.of Labor to
form the AFL-CIO in 1955).

In 1944 it disaffiliated with the

CIO and became an independent international union.
joined the AlL but subsequently quit.

It later

Its ranks are open to

all workers, not just miners, but few white-collar workenof
any significance are organised by the

UH~.

Since 1958 it has

lost a 8izeable number of ita aeabera due to technological
changes in aining, and by 1960 waa not as significant a force
in the trade-union movement aa it was in years past.
The Railroad Brotherhoods consisted of five independent
unions with a membership of 68,865 at the end of 1960. 65

Only

one .mall union, the International Association of Railway
Employees, contained any white-collar worker..

Since 1958 the

Railroad Brotherhoods, with but two major exceptions (the
BrotherhoOd of Locomotive Engineers, and the Order of Railway
Conductors and Brakemen), have becom. affiliates of the AFLCIO.

64Cohany, p. 1302.
6 5 U. S. Department of Labor, Directory, . ,po 22-28
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Belide. the main national independent unions, a number of
small local independent unions exist in the United State ••
Most independent unions have Imall memberships.

According to

the Bureau of Labor Statistics, of the 50 independent unions
in existence at the end of 1960, over half of them had memberships of 5,000 or lels. 66
The two main independent

confed~ration.

which have or-

ganized predominantly white-collar workers are the Confederated
Unionl of America and the National Independent Union Council.
About six affiliatea of these two group8 have 801ely wbitecollar memberse
The three largest independent national unions of whitecollar workers are in the communications, post office and
government sectors, which AFL-CIO white-collar unions have
a180 unionized to a better-than-average degree.

These union.

are the American Communication. ASlociation, the National
Vostal Clerks Union, and the National Federation of Federal
Employeea, reapectively.
Prior to 1961, another independent union, the Engineers
67
and Scientists of America, reported a membership of 26,783.

G6U• S. Department of Labor, Union Membershin, 1960, p. 5.
67U. S. Department of Labor, Directorl £! National ~!a
ternational Labor Unions in the United States, 1959, Bulletin
No. 1267 (Washington, 19S91,-p7 29.
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The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported, however, that as of
December 31, 1960, that independent union had dissolved for
lack of interest, members, and money.

",....
-~-------------------------------------------------------------------------,
CHAPTER III
FACTORS IN UNIUNIZATION OF

~WEDISH

WHITE-COLLAR WORKERS
Having viewed various background material about white collar workers in Sweden and the United States, a look at lome of
the specific factors that have influenced the unionization of
th~.

in Sweden is in order.

Specific factors affecting the

unionisation of white-collar workers in the United States will
be discussed in Chapter IV.

This is a rather arbitrary, but

logical, division of the two countries' factors.

By placing the

various factors of each country in separate chapters, it was
felt the comparisons would be set off in a clearer and more
precise fashion.

Where deemed particularly approrriate, pass-

ing reference will be made in this chapter to the situation
in the United States.
This thesis will consider four basic factors that have
influenced, in one way or another, the unionization of whitecollar workers in Sweden and in the United States.
They fall into four broad categories:
nomic, social, and trade-unio"

,f{lct~.r ••

Historical, eco-

The first three of

these four fact.ors are logical divisions of

t.:, e subject fol-

lowed by a number of authorities who have studied or analyzed

40

41

factors of union growth in the United States or other countries. l

The last factor is one that, according to some lit-

erature, plays an important role in the unionization of whitecollar workers in Sweden and the United States.

As occurs in

most divisions of items, there will be some unavoidable. overlapping of factors from time to time.
H1,torical Factors
In Sweden four essential historical factors have in fluenced, to a substantial degree, the organisation of whitecollar workers.

They are:

tion of unions;

(b) overall acceptance of organization by

the Swedes,

(a) employers' early recogni-

(c) favorable labor legislation; and (d) estab-

lishment of the F.lketshus (People's House).

In presenting

these various historical item., no attempt will be made to
weigh or evaluate the exact extent of influence they have had
on white-collar unioni.ation.

Sutfice it to say that these

historical events have exercised a substantial effect on whitecollar organization.
a.

Employers' Early Recognition

!L

Unions

With the toraation of the Confederation of Swedish Trade
Unions (LO) in 1898 and the employers' group (SAl) in 1902,
1

Solomon Barkin, The Decline of the Labor Movement (Santa
Barbara, Callf., 1961);-'. 16; David Dolnick, "History and
Theory of the Labor Movement." Employment Relations Research,
eds. Herbert G. Heneman, Jr., et ale (New York, 1960), p. 186;
Galen8o~, UniOA nemocracy, p. ix.

~------------------------------~
labor and management in Sweden formalized thgir relationship.
Bitter disputes were commonplace in the early years of the
twentieth century in Sweden.
a general strike in 1909.

The situation came to a head in

This was the last time that organ-

ized labor or management attempted to destroy each other in
open conflict. 2

The union lost the strike but it cleared the

way tor peaceful employer recognition of unions in the years
that followed, since it demonstrated to employers that the
unions were willing to strike if necessary, to obtain their
goals.
But even betore 1909, the first major steps had been taken
toward employers' recognition and acceptance of unions.

In

1906 the employer. and unions, through their central federationa, reached an understanding recognising the empl.yers'
right to run their business affaira;

and in return the work-

ers' right to organize tor collective bargaining was accepted. 3
So even after the setback suttered in the general strike
of 1909, the trade union movement in Sweden steadily grew.
had a favorable atmosphere for growth.

It

Employers generally no

longer questioned the right of workers to organize, and they
accepted, in principle, the process of collective bargaining.

cy,"

2Thorbjorn Carlsson, "Sweden's Road to Industrial Democra!!h-~ Free Trade Union ~, XVI (February 1961), 1.

3 John T. Dunlop, "Consensus and National Labor Policy,"
Industrial Helations Research Association, Proceedings (St.
Louis 1961
4.
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White-collar employees' organizatiouF sprang up in this
atmosphere, though they were not a part of the main stream of
the trade union movement.

They were mainly humanitarian,

social societies, or purely professional associations, and
did not engage in collective bargaining or deal with trade-

.'
matters.

Cnk~n

.

The one exception to this was the Swedish

Harine Engineera' Union, which von the first collective agreement for salaried employee. in 1907.

About 25 out of today's

36 TeO affiliated unions were founded prior to 1920.

This

~ould

not have been possible had it not been for the general acceptance by employers of unions
Their

grow~h

a~d

employee organizations.

and development could have been nipped in

the bud by militant, antiunion .,.plo,ers.,l{owever, although
there was some opposition by employers to the uni •• ization of
their own salaried employees, employers in Sweden were generally used to seeing their employees unionize, aad accepted
unionism in theory at least.
this situation in Sweden in the twenties contrasted

sharply with the situation in America, where little or no organizational activity was evident among white-collar workers.
Instead, a system of benevolent paternalism and company unions
dominated the scene in the United States.

. Aman, !£i. 1953"

....

This situation va •
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a far cry from the employers' general acceptance of organization and unionzation in Sweden.
This historical tradition of acceptance of unionsby
Swedish employers went a long way toward making the unionization of salaried employees a reality.

Allen Flanders rightly

observes that, "the traditional attitudes of the bargaining
partners must be explained by reference to the influence of
history."S

Employers' attitudes toward unions today will be

discussed in the social context in the latter part of thi.
chapter.
b.

Overall Acceptance

~

OrAanisation

A second historical fact that has impinged on the unionization of salaried workers in Sweden was the overall acceptance
of organization by the Swedes.

This is especially true of or-

ganizations established to protect a person's or group's ecnomic interests.

Acceptance of group organization to improve

and protect one's economic interestft has a much longer historical tradition in Sweden than in the United States.

For ex-

ample, as far back as 1907, the higher ranks of non-commissioned officers in the Armed Forces formed a labor union to
protect their interests.

In 1918 the lower ranked non-commis-

sioned officers followed suit.

One can only imagine the public'

5Sturmthal, Contemporarl Collective Bargaining, p. 1.
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reaction tu such an undertaking in the United States.

But in

Sweden it could be done because of that country's overall
acceptance of organization.
Not only workers but practically everyone else is organizcd to advance their economic interests.

Sweden is

80

organ-

ized economicnlly that a person's life is taken up with
membership in organizations essential to a phase of his
economic well-being. 6
Obviously, the historical acceptance of group organization
had an important impact on unionization of white-collar persons.
This fact explains why no union-shop provisions prevail in
Swedish union labor agreements.
be forced to join a union.

The worker does not hAve to

He accepts joining a union as a

matter of course when he goes to work for a company.

It is

part of his historical tradition.
In Sweden the emphasis has been placed on group means
instead of individual means as the way of improving one'.
econo.lie and Bocial standing in the community.

Truly, "group

organization plays a prominent part in the life of the
community in Sweden~1

6Eli F. Heckscher, !n Economic HistorY s! Sweden, trans.
Gora~ Ohlin (Cambridge,Mass.,1954), pp. 280-283.
10t to Nordenskiold, "The Organization of Salaried
Emrloyeea in Sweden. h !.nternational Labor Review, LII (July
1945), 40.

·;·6

Much of
~ion

~wcJents

llistorical

aecept~nce

~roup

of

nr~aniza-

eaa be traced to its homogeneous population in which no

sharp racial, national or religious differences have underntined working toc.;ethcr in a group for a common objective.

The

size of the country and the work force has made group organrathe~

ization
n~

manageable and workable.

In the United States

such homogeneous population or an easily manageable work

for~e

or small land area
c.
~

eXi~'s.

Favorable Labor Legislation

third historical development that aided in the unioniza-

tion of salaried employees in Sweden was favorable labor legislatiou~

Of course, it is difficult to prove a direct causal

connection between legislation and

unio~

growth, because of

other intervening factors such as growth in the labor force, exindus~ry,

pansion of

etc.

Nevertheleas, leaders of unions ur-

ganized in tbe field, attribute a significant and positiVe role
to legislation in the unionization of white-collar workers in
Sweden. 8

The most significant piece of legislation in this

respect was the Right of Association and Negotiation Act of 1936
Yith tha

pass~ge

of this law, collective bargaining, still

r~

jected by some employers for their salaried employees, became
firmly established among

SAman,

whit~-collar wo~kers

!£Q, 1958, p. 15.

in Sweden.

fhis
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law proved of utmost importance in the organizing nnrl growth of
white-collar unions.

It encouraged union organization by spec-

ifying that on17 organization. could negotiate with employer.
about conditions of employaf'nt.

It also helped to reduce

wbatever opposition existed among salaried employees against
belonging to a union. 9
UAder this Act, the e.plorer had to respect the salaried
emploreea' right to organize.

It forbade an employer's at-

tempting to persuade a salaried worker not to join a union or
to participate in the activities of the union.

This Act also

made it mandatory for the employer to negotiate with the union.
The influence of this law is indicated from the remarks
of a TeO otficial who said that, "only ten years after the Act
had come into force the sYI'e. of collective agreements had become lenerallr accepted tor .tlaried employeea. M10
The Act's importance al.o can be ascertained from the
growth of membership in Sweden'. leading salaried employees'
union i ••ediately followin, passage of the law.

In 1936 the

membership of the Swedish Union of Clerical and Technical Empl07ee8 in Industr7 stood at about 7,000.

9.!!!.!!., 1953, pp. 10-11.
10!!!1., 1958, p. 15.

Fro. 1936, through
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1940, membership in this union more than doubled, rising to

8y 1945 its membership more than doubled again, increasing to 36,500. 11

15,000.

It would be no

ex~ggeration

to say that the Right of

Association and Negotiation Act of 1936 did for Swedish vhitecollar workers what the Wagner Act did for factory workers in
'Merica.
d.

~

People's Hou!e

The fourth historical factor that had an influence on the
organization of white-collar workers was the Folketahus (People's Houae).

The Folketshus ia a community hall built by the

union movement in a town or city.

The influence of this inati-

tution was somewhat indirect.
This is one writer's description of a Folketshus and the
impact it has had in Sweden:
the institution of the Folketshus haa played a
very interesting part in the ris~ of the Swedish labor
movement. In the early days a tactical measure often
was to build a 'olketahus a. soon as possible in an
unorganized community. It was no~ only a union stronghold, a place where meetings could be held without interference, but it was a180 the center of entertainment
and enlightenment, a weapon against the dullness and
boredom of the countryside •••• The town is built
around two institutions -- the church and the Folketahus.
The People's House was built by the union • • • • It

llAdamsson, p. 4.
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is the scene of i.portant union gatherings and special
celebrations of various kinds, in short, the focus of the
life of the town. 12
I

By its very nature, it helped to create a comaunity acceptance of unions in general.

This, in turn, undoubtedly

helped to shape the positive attitudes toward union organization that many .alaried emp10y.ea had prior to unionisation.
The Folketshus, which exists in mo.t communities throughout
Sweden,13 gave salaried workers an opportunity to be in personal contact with union .e.bera and leaderse

Such an oppor-

tunity was not, and is not, available on such a wide acale in
America.

This is a crucial .a~ter. for "being personally in

contact with union leaders and union meabers • • • is a decisive factor in one's union attitudo.

In the absence of such

contact • • • an antiunion attitude often results~4
These tour historical ite.a in Sweden -- employers' early
recognition of uniona, the people's overall acceptance of organisation, favorable labor legislation, and the Folketshua -all played a substantial part, dir.ctly or indirectly. in the
unionization of salaried e.p10yees.

12Chi1da. Thi.

!I. Jem.cracl, pp. 125-126.•

l3Charlea A. Myers Indul!rlal Relationa in Sweden
(Caabrid,e, Masa., 1951~, p. 93.
14Mi1la, White·Collar, p. 306.
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Economic Factors 15
Until about 1914, the beginning of World War I, economic
factors did not, for the most part, constitute a major problem
for the majority of salaried p-mployees in Sweden.
small, relatively tight-knit group.

They were a

They enjoyed certain pri-

vileges of employment not available to manual or industrial
workers.

Hence, they did not generally feel any necessity for

belonging to a union to protect their economic interests.
They felt no necessity for unions until salaried staffs
began to grow in numberst

This vas a product ot the ration-

alisation of work in offices and factorie. which has characterised Sweden since about 1914.
With the adYent of specialization of work in the office,
the old methods ofvork were discarded.

Simple routine opera-

tions and mass production methods in offices becam. widespread.
Salaried staffs with a general all-around training for carrying
out responsible jobs were gradually replaced by more specialized
ones, frequently engaged in purely routine work.

Thus, a

lesser degree of skills was necessary, and the security of the
15 Much of the material in the following paragraphs has
been taken from Valter Aman's pamphlet on "TCO: The Central
Organization of Salaried Employees in Sweden" printed in
1953. This material haa been supplemented with additional
data from other .ources as footnoted.
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worker lessened.

This same general change in the nature of

white-collar work was also occurring about the same time in
other countries of Europe. 16
The deterioration in the value of moncy during World War
I

and the first post-war years on the Continent. hit salaried

employees extremely hard.

They found it very difficult to re-

gain their former real-wage level and to obtain salary increases correaponding to other

,r~ups

l
pecially unionized manual workers. ?

iu the community, esThe impact of these

economic conditions was cignificant in helping to bring about
a change in the thinking of salaried elapl.yees toward union-

isation.

One trade union official noted that "this deterior-

ation of conditions of employment for .alaried employees also
radically changed their attitude. toward trade u8ioniam.

The

faitb formerly placed in the geodwill of the employers to do
their beat for their salaried staffa had suffered a serious
setback.

Mere and mere of them began t. realiz. that sala-

ried employeea bad to do s •• ethin~ abeut it the •• elvesJ~8

16Clerical Unien, !! ~ Civil Service, B. V. Humphrey.
(Oxford, 1958), pp. 181-187, David Lockwood, ~ Hlackc.ate~
Worker (London, 1958), pp. 71-96.
1?Nordensklo1d, p. 41.
l8 Aman , TeO, 1953, pp. 8-9.
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Salaried workers in the 1930's felt the effects of the
economic Depression that hie Sweden and other countries of the
world.

During the Depression, unionized skilled workers were

able to protect their wages under a collective bargaining
contract.

The salariud employees generally had no such as-

surances.
Because of the economic conditions of the thirties in
Sweden, salaried workers came more and more to appreciate and
see the need for orlauisation.

Without organization they had

failed t. obtain the ben3fits granted in union contracts.
individuals they were far more insecure in their jebs.

As

Real-

izing all this, they came to recognize the ne.d for collective
bargaining.

The vague "respectability" they clung to, as

effice workers,

~as

not enough to make up for wages so low

that they could barely meet their living expensea.

19

With such economic factors as theae at work, it was not
surprising that salaried employees became .ore and .ore interested in jeining existing

white-c~llar

unions.

Secial Factors
tn addition to the historical and economic tacters in

19Childs, This

!!

De.GCraCI, p. 153.
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Sweden that have influenced the unionizing of salaried employees, a number of social factors have had, and are having, an
important effect.

The leading social factor is the attitude

of employers and the public toward unions and collective bargaining.

Coupled with this are the attitudes of the salaried

employees the.selvea toward unions.

Lastly is the absence of

laws in Swedish society which would impede or discourage union
organization •.
a. Attitude
As noted earlier in

~his

!!

E.ployer!

chapter, employers generally

recognized the right of labor to organize for collective bargaining early in the century.

This tradition has not died, it

prevails in Swedish society today.

Yet Swedish employers have

done more than simply recognize unions.

Employers in Sweden

accept collective bargaining, without any reservations whatsoever.

They do not enter into it with the thought that it is

merely ate.porary expedient, a necessary evil that can be
eliwinated when the power of the trade unions has been destroyed.

And the employers' associations exist not for break-

ing strikes or fighting the unions but for the primary purpose
of carrying out collective bargaining. 20

20

~.,

pp. 158-159
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This factor cannot be overstressed.

In such a climate of

acceptance, unionism, manual and non-manual, naturally has
grown and flourished.
Here are just a few comments of contemporary Swedish
employers which reflect their attitudes toward unionl and collective bargaining:
Collective bargaining is as much accepted
business practice of this company as modern cost
accounting. The fact that there is no other source
of industrial employment within a radius of a hundred miles or more does not alter the process i!l
the least. It is a part of civilised behavior.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •
Employers here are organized 80 that the
unions can't play one off against the other. And
if there are any difficulties that we can't settle
at the plant, we can go to the central organisations.
Everybody is gentlemanly in negotiations.
I've
never heard anyone raise hi8voice. 22
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
I just cannot understand the attitude of American employers toward industry-wide or regional
bargaining, or toward employers' associations for
collective bargaining.
It may have taken us 25
years here in Sweden to get stability in unionmanagement relations, but it was worth the effort. 23
These attitudes are typical of nearly all Swedish employers.

It is socially-acceptable in Sweden to recognize unions

and deal with them fairly.

To fight a union

2lQuoted in Childs, p. 131.
22Quoted in Hyers, p. 5.
23 Ibid ., p. 23.

80

that one'.
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employees will receive less wages or fringe benefits is unheard of in that country.

As a matter of fact, emrloyers have

come to look upon the wages, fringe benefits and working conditions they provide in their firms as a mark of social distinction in the community.

Swedish company executives cannot

make huge salaries due to taxes, and they are rather ashamed
to talk about incomes, or to spend lavishly on themselves,
under a labor government.

But it is socially acceptable to do

things to improve the condition of working people.

The employer

who ean point to fine new housing, company lunchrooms and
shining new washrooms is Ma man of standing" in society.

If he

can show that he has done more for his employees than other
employers, he feels he is in a rather special category.24
Such contemporary employer attitudes, which readily accept collective bargaining and unions as socially desirable,
clear the air of many fears and doubts that an employee may
have about joining a union or taking part in union activities
because of employer disapproval.

Salaried employees, since

they tend to identify themselves close to management, are often
influenced by their employer's attitudes.
in Sweden are no exception. 25

24 Ibid ., p. 91.
25 Aman , !Q£, 1953, p. 37.

Salaried employees
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Attitudes 2! Salaried Employees Toward Unions

b.

Closely allied to the social influence of employers'
attitudes toward unions are the attitudes of contemporary
white-collar workers themselves toward unionization and group
organisation.
As mentioned in previous chapters, group organization
was traditionally universally accepted in Sweden.

This pre-

vailing attitude in society today is reinforced for salaried
employees by the presence of a large, effective, sociallyaccepted, and respected trade union movement;

a trade-union

movement committed and dedicated to organizing all salaried
employees;

a trade-union federation with the mean. and the

man-power to carryon large Icale effective organizing campaigns.

All this exercises a powerful influence on the at-

titudes of white-collar worker. toward unions.

For, regard-

less of country, where a locial tradition of group organisation is lacking and where prejudice against union organisation exists, white-collar workers' attitudes are "unenthusiastic" toward unions. 26
This attitude of acceptance of unionization, indicated by
society's overall acceptance of group activity and by the

26hILO Report on U.S. Trade Unions," Monthly Labor
Review, LXXXIV (March 1961), 215.
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largep.:'rcentage of white-collar workers who voluntarilv belong to a union in Sweden, has helped

~o

consciousness among present-day salaried

produce a group
employe~s.

Several

authors have suggested that group consciousness among whitecollar workers is a necesaary ingredient of effective union27
ization.
Today

sal~ried

employees in Sweden are conscious, for the

most part, of the fact that their interests are bost served by
collective action.

This attitude includes the possibility of

striking as a means of obtaining their contract demands.

In

1946 there was a major strike threat in banks in Sweden.

The

Bank Employees' Union (TCO) issued strike notices to the employers and only the appoint.ent of a special mediation commission by the Government prevented the strike. 28
This strike threat in 1946 was another turning point for
white-collar unions.

It was a

conc~ete

manifestation of the

salaried employees' attitude toward strikes.

It helped to

remove much of the "remaining, old-fashioned vi.ew" that 8alaried employees had no reason to back up their claims for

27Everett M. lassalow, "Organization of Wh~t.e-Collar
Workers," Monthly Labor ReView, LXXXIV(March 1961),234,
Lockwood, Blackcoated,p.l37. Mills, White-Collar,p.xix.
28 Allan,

!£2,

1953, pp. 30-31 •

5'
improved conditions with the same means as used by manual
workers.

29

Nowhere in artieles

01"

books about the union movement in

Sweden was there any indication that anyone -- salaried
employees, employers, or the public
rupt'or racket-ridden.
toward

unio~or

·white-collar

The absence of this negative attitude

their leaders has not retarded memhership in

union~

in Sweden.

Chapter IV, the presence of
~

worke~1

thi~

As will be discus oed in
attitude

a~ong

white-collar

may possibly have retarded union membership in the

United States.~O

ly

considered unions cor-

impossibl~

However, this is a factor which is relative-

to measure quantitatively as

white-collar union membership.

t~

its. effect

~n

Nevertheless, it is a factor

which shapes the attitudes of some white-collar workers, and
how they viII react when faced vith a choice of joining or

no~ joining a union. 31

29lA!!.,

p. 31.

30Barkin, Iioline, p. 43.
3lGerald Thomas O'8eil1, "Clerical Workers' Attitudes
Toward White Collar Unions," Unpublished Master's Thesis
(Loyola University, Chicago, 1959), p. 12.
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c.

Absence

~

Restrictive Legislation

There is little question that legislation can play an important role in orgacizing workers.

As mentioned above, the

Right of Association and Negotiation Act of 1936 in Sweden
(and the Wagner Act in the United Stntcl) had a substantial
effect on the unionization of salaried employees.
side

0

f

On

th~

other

the coin.. )' c community, regional or nn t i onal labor laws

exist in Sweden which could in any way restrict or impede the
organization of white-collar workers, including foremen.

This,

as will be discussed in Chapter IV, iR at variance with the
situation in the United States.
So

the8~

three social factors -- two positive and one

negative -- of employers' attitudes toward unions, salaried
employees' favorable attitudes about union organization, and
the absence of laws that might restrict unionization, have all
played an important role in the unionization of salaried
employees.
Trade Union Factors
The last of the factors to be considered is what can be
termed "trade union factors."
this thesis viII encompass:

These factors for purposes of
(a) the existence of a large labor

press; (b) extensive worker education programs; (c) the presence
of highly-organised fore •• n's and supervisors' unions; and
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(d) cooperation between salaried employees' and manual workers'
unions.

These factors help to produce an atmosphere in Sweden

that is conducive to unionization of salaried employees.

They

help to make society and potential union members more amenable
to~ade

uniona' points of view.
a.

The Labor Press

The labor preas has more effective coverage and influence
in Sweden than in any other country of the world. 32

The labor

press competes effectively with daily commerical newspapers.
In Stockholm the trade-union movement owns and operates two
daily newspapers, "Stockholms-Tidningen" and "Aftonbladet."
They have a combined daily circulation of about 370,000, nearly half the circulation of the city's largest papers. 33

Most

workers read only the labor press, which provides full coverage
of current newa as well as strictly labor move.ent newa.

Ac-

cording to available information, as of July!, 1960, 191
daily papers are published in Sweden, of which 33 are owned
by the labor moveme~t.34

These daily labor newspapers have

32Wa1ter Galanson, ed., ~.mparative Labor Movementi'
(New York,19S2), p. 123; Galenson, Union Democracy, p. 6.
33

Galenson, Union Democracy, p. 76.

34Rune B1omkvist, "Trade Unions and Publicity,"
ningsrorelsen (August 19b1), 39.
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a combined circulation of 858,000.

This represents 22.5 per-

cent of the total circulation of daily newspapers of
3,809,000. 35

They cover all major cities in Sweden.

The influence and prelence of daily lahor newspapers in
Sweden hal a long history.

The Swedish lahor movement built

up its own daily press in the last half of the 1880's.
that tiae four labor newlpaperl were founded.

During

Workers' papers

were from the heginning purely local undertakiagl, Itarted and
supported by the labor uaiona in the place of publication and
surrounding area.
In 1936, LO and the Social n.mocratic Party agreed to
establish the Labor Press Publishing Company, whose function
was to furnish the workers' presa with capital to carryon itl
wor-k.

The LO in 1946 established a press fund to help subsi-

dize the labor neWlpaper. throughout Sweden.

In 1956 the 1.0

Congress voted a .mall Monthly a.sessment from each union
member to finance the operations of labor's daily papers. 36
In addition to daily newlpapers, the union federations and
natioRal uRions all puhlish journals and a "constant stream of

35-!!!.,
1
pp. 39-40~
36 Ibid., p. 38.
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pamphlets on special subject8.~7

Union journals in recent

years have been published more frequently then in the past.
For example, in 1949, 39 percent of union members in Sweden
received their regular union journals more often than once a
month.

By 1960 80me 62 percent of union members received such

publicationl~8
Thus, within the Swedish trade union movement, there exists
a well-financed, effective labor pressJ

one which reaches out

to the public and helps to shape its opinion and attitudes toward unions and their policies.

The labor press actually

competes in the marketplace of ideas with the commercial press.
It reaches potential union members, manual and salaried employees alike.

It has an opportunity through these public mass

media to clarify and explain any misunderstandings or misinformation that perlons might have about the union movement.

In

Sweden, the labor press has helred to create an atmosphere of
acceptance of unions and their goals which has not been achieved
by unions in many other countries, including the United States.

37Galenson, Comparative Labor, p. 123.
38Slomkvist, p. 40.
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b.

Workers' Education

The trade union movement in Sweden has a wide-spread
effective system of workera' education.

Needless to say, wor-

kers' education is an indispensable tool in making union
members aware of the principles and goals of unionism.

With-

out it, the labor movement risks stagnation. 39
The trade-union movement's education programs in Sweden
are quite extensive throughout the country and have reached a
large segment of the union membership.

This has been particu-

larly true of white-collar membera.
Subject matter is broad, but the main emphasis is on trade
union matters and leadership development.

Other popular sub-

jecta covor social economics, taxation, social policies of the
government, and the study of prices and quality of consumer
goods.

Today trade union and social subjects are about equally

emphasized. 40
The widespread effectiveneas of workers' education in
Sweden has been testified to by those who have analysed it.4l

39Liguori Alphonsus 0'Donne1, ·Survey of thp Concept of
Workera' Education in Unions," Unpublished Master's Thesis
(Loyola University, Chicago, 1953), pp.2-3i
40 Aman , ~, 1958, p. 18.
41Nyers, p. 32.
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A large number of the participants in such programs have been
white-collar workers.

Here is what one author notes about the

extent and impact of workers' education in Sweden:
The Workers' Education Association, formed in
1912, now has 16 affiliated organizations with a
total combined aembership of over 3,000,000. • • •
In Sweden, as in Englund, "adult education"
and non-labor agency "workers' education" are
largely coeXtensive. The percentage of manual
labor participation in the programs, haa, as in
England, declined in recent years, as compared
with that of white-collar workers and housewives.
The programs continue, however, to be under the
auspices of the labor organizations, which include of course in their membership white-collar,
civil service, and semi-professional workers.42
In a one-year period, the Workers Educational Association
operated about 21,600 study circles with a total of 220,000
participants. 43

~hite-collar members themselves, through TCO,

have participated in many educational courses on trade unionism.

TCO affiliated unions, in cooperation and collaboration

with TCO's Salaried Employees' Educational Association

(TBV),

arrange annually some thirty courses that run for more than
three days.44

Over a hundred shorter courses are run each

42Alice H. Cook and Agnes M. Douty, Labor Education 2!lside ~ Unions: ! Review £! Postwar rroframs ~ Western Europe
~ ~ United States (Ithaca, N.Y., 1958 J pp.34-35.

43~., p. 35.
44Aman , ~, 1958, p. 19.
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year.

All these courses usually include organizing techni-

ques, conduct of meetings, public speaking, and collective
bargaining procedures.
The Salaried Employees' Educational Association (TVB) was
formed 'in 1935.

It was established for "the specific purpose

of instructing the members in certain subjects and of promoting the feeling of solidarity and loyalty towards the movement,
so a8 to create an elite of pioneers and

I

mi8sionaries' who

could build up new organisations and 'preach' the Ilecessity of
trade union worki 45

It is eVident from the high degree of

union organization among white-collar workers that this educational work of TBV has had the desired effect.
The salaried employees union movement has for many years
had its own school where various TeO affiliates and the TeO
federation conduct courses of various kind..
fully occupied throughout the year.

The school is

In 1957, TeO purchased

another school near Stockholm in order to expand the number of
courses and make educational courses sponsored by white-collar
unions available to more members. 46

45.!ill., p. 18.
46.!lli., p.. 19.

,I
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From these facts it is evident that union education among
salaried employees is relatively widespread and the administration and formulation of the courses highly centralized.
of the TeO

affiliat~8

Some

have educational directors or a Study

Council to carry out educational activities.

Nevertheless,

most of the educational courses among salaried employees are
carried out in cooperation with the Salaried Employees Educational Association (fBY).
c.

Supervisor.'

AllS

foremen's Unions

No discussion of trade unions in Sweden would be complete
without mention of the part that supervisors' and foremen'.
union. play in Sweden.

The existence of these unions offers

positive proof to salaried employees thHt their immediate boss
does not object to union organisation.

It is concrete evidence

that union membership need not be a stumbling block in the way
of advancement to managerial positions within the company.
Everett Kassalow, writing about the organization ot

v~ite

collar workers, points out that "successful unionism among
manual

worker~

existen~e

n~n

in Europe has undoubtedly been enhanced by the

of strong unions of foremen and supervisors, whose

influence over certain groups of nonmanuals is considerable. h47

47Kassalow, ~J LXXIV, p. 234.
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This appears to be the case in Sweden, where employers, unlike
most in the United States, do not strenuously object to

th~ir

.
b e1
·
.
48
ong1ng
to a un10n.
f oremen or superV1Bors

About 90 percent of the foremen in Swedish industry belong to the Foremen's and Supervisors' Union.
tio~

a TeO affiliate, was founded in 1905.

This organiza-

As of January 1,

19&1, it had a reported m'eiBbership of almost 43,000. 49

By the Right of Associationand Negotiation Act of 1936,
Swedish employers can require their foremen or supervisors not
to be members of workers' unions.

Nearly every collective bar-

gaining agreement excludes them from membership in the workers'
union.

The same is generally true in the United States.

However, whereas the 1936 Act in Sweden gave legal recognition to tore.en t • unione, the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 gives
toremen the right -to forlll unions but does not obligate employers torecognize or bargain with them.

It otfers a foreman or

supervisor no legal protection for joining a union, 4S the law
does in Sweden.

As a result of this, the Foremen's Association

of America is no longer an important organization in America. SO

48Myers, p. 107.
49 1n addition to this union, the Swedish Union of Foremen
Printers claims a membership of 1,563 and the Swedish Union of
Agricultural Supervisors reports 1,190 members.

50Myers, p. 85.
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The existence of trade unions of foremen and supervisors
in Sweden has had a positive psychological effect upon salaried
employees joining a labor organization of their own. 51
d.

Cooperation

~.tween

Unions

The absence of rival unionism and jurisdictional disputes
betw.~n

manual and salaried employees unions has contributed a

great deal to trade union growth.

The unions have not dissi-

pated their financial and organizational resources fighting
among themselves.
This cooperation goes back even before the formation of
Teo .in 1944.

After 1936, when white-collar unionism began to

make an impact on industries in Sweden, the white-collar union
federation received the cooperation of the industrial unions in
organizing office workers.

The trade' union federation of man-

ual workers (LO) in the late thirties agreed to cooperate with
the Commercial Workers Union in the organization of clerv$ and
office employees in industry.

The agreement stipulates that

"the particular union enrolling the workers in the shor will
collaborate with the white-collar union in organizing the
front office."52

5lInterview with Ragnar Petri.
52Childs, p. 154.
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In the rela ti vely fc\y in st.Hlce s wh ere juri sdictional disputes have arisen between LO unions ann white-collar TCO
11nion8, the two union federations have laid the groundwork
for settlement of jurisdiction between the unions involved.
For example, agree?11(!nts on jurisdicti,)" have bt:1en reached be-

tween the Municipal Workers' Union with:in LO and the Union of
Municipal Employees within TeO; and between the Commerical
Employees' Union in LO and the Union of Commerical Employees in
TCO. S3
Since 1948 a permanent committee has exited between the
two union federations, LO and TCO.

It handles all disputes

which cannot be remedied throught direct negotiations of the
unions involved.

This committee acts only in an advisory

capacity, but, in most cases, its recommendations have been
respected by the unions concerned. 54
With a rational system for working out the minor ju,is-

I

,i

dictional disputes which ariHe, the white-collar unions, have
been able to concentrate their attention on organizing the unorganized.

53Blomgren, Fackforeningsrorelsen, 4-5.
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CHAPTER IV
IN LACI' O.F UNIONIZATlot"

F~\CTtlHS

STATBS

WHITE~COLLAR

\)1>'

UNIT}<~n

WORKERS

The factors to be considered in this chapter will be of an
historic, economic, social, and trade-union nature.

Again, no

attempt will be made to measure the exact degree to which the
factors mentioned have affected the unionizatjon of whitecollar workers in the United States.

Suffice it to say, they

have had a substantial effect on the lack of unionization among
white-collar workers.

At times there will be a slight overlap_

pill, of various factors at work.

Where deemed appropriate,

mention will 'be made of the situation in Sweden as explained
in detail in Chapter III.
Historical Factors
Three historical factors have acted as roadblocks to substantial unionization of white-collar workers in the United
States.

Theae have been the traditional opposition of employ-

ers to;all unions, the historical acceptance by Americans of
individual initiative and action, rather than group action, to
improve their economic position, and the
labor legislation.

existen~of

restrictive

All three factors have played an historical

role in keeping the unionization of white-collar workers at a

71
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low level as compared to its potential and possibilities.
a.

Employer

Oppositio~

Employer opposition to unions in America
one hundred years is well documented. l

over the last

Historically this has

impeded the development of all unions, including thone of
white-collar workers.

Employer opposition has taken two tacks.

One has been to fight belligerently and object aggressively to
unionization of their employees.

This has had its impact on

white-collar workers who fear incurring management and supervisory displeasure. 2

It is a truism to say that, "the known

opposition of an employer to trade unionism among salaried
employee. may seriously deter the latter from joining unions."3
This does not mean that if employer opposition to unions vanished overnight, white-collar workers would clamor to join
unions in droves.

Nevertheless, {rore the strttements above it

is clear that employer opposition has had a substantial effect

lSarkin, Decline, pp. 16-20. Mark Starr, Labor and the
American way (New York, 1955), pp. 204; Foster Rhea Dulle&;'
Labor ~ America (New York, 1949), pp. 145-394.
2 Jac k Barbash, ~ Practice
pp. 14-16

2! UnionisJ! (New York, 1956),

3Morse, i.aort ££ Director-General, ILO, p. 66.
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on t \J 2 unioni za tion of white-co lIar 'iorkers in til e United
States.
There is a second Wily employers have historically frustrated the unionization of white-collar workers.

This haE

involved the e~tablish.ent of company unions) and adoption of
personnel policies and fringe benefits to seriously undercu~
whatever economic or social appeal a genuine union might have
for white-collar employees.
Historically, the most notable period for the establishmont of company unions came,in the twenties.

During that

period, company unions in the United States encompassed about
two million members, "a far greater membership than such ,organizations had ever attained in any other cotintry of the
world."

.-

Of course, those unions were not all made up of

white-collar-workers, but a proportion of them undoubtedly
were. A classic example of company unions amonc white-collar
workers was in the Dell Telephone System.

The company set up

company unions which followed strict departmental and divisional lines of the firm.

These unions, of course, had little

or no bargaining strength even though all c~mpany emp.loyees
were automatically members of these company unions.

4 Starr, p. 16.

Through
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this device, Bell was able to forestall genuine labor organization of its white-collar employees until such unions were de5
clared illegal in 1937.
Even today a number of these "independent" (company) unions .still exist among white-collar
employees of the Bell System. 6
On top of this has been management's dedicated "human
relations" policies, springing either from sincere, genuine
beliefs, or designed to undermine unionisation of their employees.

The groundwork for the human relations approach was laid

in the late twenties and early thirties, centering a great deal
around the world-famous "Hawthorne experiments.· 7

Gradually

companies came to accept, more and more, the human relations
approach.
In some cases, this approach has taken the wind out of the
union's sails in appealing to white-collar workers to unionise.
One author sums up how so •• employers have used human
relations policiel to thwart the unionisation of their workers,
which includes white-collar .mployeell

5Joel Seidman et al., ~ Worker Views ~ Union (Chicago,
1958), pp. 144-145.

6!!!!.,

p. 145.

7Barkin, p. 18.
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The~uman relations" program has provided
them with a sophisticated procedure and a blueprint.
It has required improvements in the personal relations of supervision and management with employees,
more communications, morale surveys, and often the
creation of shop groups to give the employees an
"occupational unity."
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Many have met the workers' economic expectations and provided personnel policies and procedures designed to implant a sense of security,
freedom of communications, and individual status
that might otherwise be sought through union membership and collective bargaining • • • • Addresses by personnel men at management meetings stress
the SUccess achieved in warding
unions by
"beating them at their own game."

0Sf

This traditional opposition of employers to unions, especially white-collar ones, has not abated appreciably from what it
was twenty or thirty years ago, though today the means used to
undermine unionization are a bit more sophisticated.

For exam-

pIe, employers have used the "free speech" and other provisions
of the Taft-Hartley Act' "to intimidate the white-collar worker"
and "convince him" that a union can do him no good. 9

Continued

opposition has come from employers in "promoting and protecting
company unions intended to counteract the influence of the trade

8Barkin, pp. 19-45.
9Ray Hackney. "Can White Collar Workers Be Organised?"
Dicest. II (Fall 1957), 58.

!. !. 1.
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unions proper, and • • • engaling in intimidation."lO

Employ-

ers strenuously oppose unionization of technical and 8upervisory personnel, even more than their other workers, since
they consider unionization to be incompatible with the delegation of their own authority.ll
The white-collar workers in the telephone industry built
their union in the face of strong employer opposition; from an
employer considered to be "a model of industrial paternal• II ,,12
18 •
Teachers have had to struggle against outright or
subtle opposition froll Bchool administrators.

One author

noted that "many local Bchool administrators • • • and college
administrators have actively opposed the trend toward the
unionization of classroom teachers."ll

Another ,roup of white-

collar workers affected by the resistance of their employer to
unionization has been government employees.

"Union organ-

ization among these people has had, and continues to have,

lOMorse, p. bO.
llIbi4
_e
12Hackney,

P.s ••

l3Charles Paul SkibbenB, "The Chicago Teachers Union: A
Study of Its Program, Problems, and Possibilities " UnpUblished
Master t s Thesis (Loyola University, Chicago, 19S6~, p. 63.

I

,I,
I

I

"

strong resistance from administrators, elected officials and
'employee associations,.n1 4

However, Executive Order 1098

was issued by President John F. Kennedy in early 1962 advoeating recognition of government employees' unions by agencies
of the Federal government. lS

Whether this action will have a

pronounced effect on government administrators' historical opposition to employee unions is difficult to say at

thi~

time.

Historical tradition dies hard, and this is the case with
employers l , opposition, whether out-and-out belligerence or

4

mOre sophisticated human relations approach, to convince their
employees they do not need a union.
b.

E.ployees' Beliefs

A 6ecoDd historical

fa~tor

!!

Individualis.

iapeding the developmeDt of

white-collar unioni •• in America has been the white-collar eaployees' beliefs in individuali...

Practically every piece of

literature written about white-collar workers and their aversion to unions comes back to this traditional belief of white-

14Barkin, p. 34.
15HChronology of Recent Labor Events," Monthly Labor
Review, LXXXV(Harch 1962), 305-306.

i'[
, I

18

cellarites in "rugged individualism."IG

They have been, and

are, traditionally middle-class in their outlook on the job.
This means reliance on themselves to advance their own interest..
that

Some professional white-collar workers have poi.nte.d out
~the

id~al,

American ideal, and in particular the middle-class

is one of self-sufficiency and individual initiative,

and, therefore, there is soae subconscious feeling of shame
attached to union membership.ttl7

This beliet has persisted

among white-collar workers betore, during and after the days of
Horatio Alger.
C. Wright Mills explains how the white-collar workers' repudiation of unions is base. on this long tradition of individualism.

He note. that "the status psychology of vhite-collar

employees i. part of a 'principled' rejection of unioni •• , although it often has instrumental content

al

vellt

the hope of

being judged by manage.ent as different from wage-workera, and
so of cli.binl by traditional individual meane. nlS

IGBarbash, pp. 14-16; Industrial Union Department, Labor
Looks, p. bb; Hills, White-Collar, p. 307; Mors., p. 65;
George Str!uss, "White-Collar Unions Are Different," Harvard
Uusine~8 Review, XXXII (September-October 1954), 73.
l7Bernard Uoldstoin, "Thu Perspective of Unionized Protessionals," Social Force., XXXVII (May 1959), 324.
l8Mills, p. 312.

III11
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fbis long tradition In AMerica of rugged individual1s.
(.till echoed in speeches by indu.trialists and political leaders toda,) i.
tanee

~

direct contraat to the long

hi~tory

of aecep-

0' ,roup organisatiOft in Sweden.
Tbe large heterogeneoua population, and size of thr work

ferce in thp United States, coupled with the vast leographical
8ize of the country, have played a part in making
ganisation a.oDI

~orker.

difticult.

80000.1c

or-

The 8conoaie development

and growth of varioul .ectiona of the country at varion_ .tag.s
in the history of our eountry, teaded to reinforce reliance on
and beliet ia "ruc,ed ladiTidu.li ••- rather than Iroup oraaaisatioD a. in Sweden,

It larae n •• bers of diver.e vorkerl be-

ea •• dis.ati.fied with eco.o.ic co.ditions, they could .ove to
other area. of the country.

la a.eden, _ relatively ••• 11 homo-

leneou. population and work force tound no .uch altor•• tiv. opoa
to thea, due to tae 11.ited habitable land and liveable cliaate.
I •• te.d, the Swede. wero driven by Decessitr to improve their
econoaic cODditio •• through Ireup organization.
c.

Re.trietI 9 , Laber

.~

A third hiatorical factor, of More receDt origin, has adver.ely affect.d the unionisatlon of whi.te-collar workers ill
the United 8tate..

Thi. hal b.en restrictive labor

legi.latl0.~

80

the existence and interpretation of which has impeded the formation of white-collar unions.
Chief among these laws has been the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947, commonly known as the Taft-Hartley Act. 19
In 1947 the National Labor Relations Act was amended in
three ways which have proven to be roadblocks to effective
unioni.ation of white-collar workers.

First, Section 8e was

added to the law so employers could express their views or say
anything to their employees about unions as long as such expression contained no threat of reprisal or promise of beneSection Be of Taft-Hartley states that "The expressing

fits.

of any views, arguments, or opinions, or the disseaination
thereof, whether in written, printed, graphic or visual form,
shall not constitute or be evidence of an unfair labor practice under any of the provisioBs of this Act, if such expression contains no threat of reprisal or force or promise of
benefit. ft20
Secondly, the law was revised (Section 9b) so that professional employees could not be included in a bargaining unit
19

Barkin, pp. 20-23.

20National Labar Relations Act, 1947.
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with other workers, unless they specifically voted to be ineluded in the larger unit.

Section 9b of Taft-Hartley holds

that "The Board shall decide • • • the unit appropriate for the
purpose of collective bargaining • • • The Board shall not
decide that any unit i8 appropriate for 8uch purposes if such
unit includes both professional employees and employees who
are not professional employees unles8 a majority of such professional employees Yote for inclusion in such unit •

• • • "21

Thirdly, foremen, who previously had legal protection to
join unions and with whom employers had to bargain, specifically lost their legal protection under Section 14a.

This

section of the law reads that " • • • No employer subject to
this Act shall be compelled to deem individuals defined
herein a8 supervisors as employees for the purpose of any law,
either national or local, relating to collective bargaining. H22
Since white-collar unions are usually small and the least
effective in dealing with employera, it is reasonable to assume that the greatest impact of these proYisions has fallen
on them.

Solomon Barkin, writing about the impact of these

amendments on the labor moYement, points out that, "the

2I!!!!.

...........

22Ibid •

'i'l

~
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provisions and application of the 'tree speech' amendment of
the Taft.Hartley Act • • • • revoked most of the limitations
placed upon the freedom of the employers to oppose unions • •

e·

Moreover, foremen were removed from all coverage by the 1947
law so that their movement for independent unionization was
nipped in the bud

e

•

•

•

The separation of bargaining units

for professional persons trom other employee units deterred
progress there. 1t23

These provisions of the law, as well as

various interpretationa of them by the National Labor Relations
Board, have all played their part in thwarting the unionization
of white-collar worker. in the United States.

24

Although it is impossible to show a direct causal connection between union growth and legislation (which helps or
hinders unionization) it may be significant to note that after
pal sag.

~f

the Wagner Act in 1935 and up until about the time

Taft-Hartley was enacted, the number of members in whitecollar unions increased more than fourfold -- from 300,OOOto
over 1,400,000. 25

23Barkin,

p'p.'

21-22.

24Ibid., pp. 20-23.
25Robert K. Burns, "Unionization of the White-Collar
worker," Reading. !!!. Labor Economics !.!!.S. Indus trial nela tion!,
ed. Joseph Shister, 2nd ed.
(New York, 1956), p. 66.
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From 1947 through 1960, membership in white-collar unions grew
by less than 800,000. 26
Specifically, Secretary-Treasurer William A. Gillen of
the Insurance Workers International Union charges that, "the
'free speech' provision of the Taft-Hartley Act -- which lives
employers almost unlimited freedom to oppose unions -- is one
of the major roadblock. to the organization of white-collar
w('Irkerll ... 27
Gillen points up the tre •• ndous impact this 'free speech'
provision, Section 8c, of Taft-Hartley has had on white-collar
union1.ation in these words:
Iii

Writing of the devastating effectiveness of
the free speech provision is not a theoretical exercise. We in the IWIU have run directly into the
problem ourselves. Congressional committee hearings,
studies by the AFL-CIO and private group. provide
us with individual case studies and broad surveys
to illustrate the important place this provision
bas in the denial of union representation for millions of workers.
Our belief is that if employers and unions were
gi ven equal opportu ni ty • • • to .prcsent the'se cases
to employees, and unfounded charges could be answered
directly, the door to organization of white-collar
workers would be opened • • • • And this will be
possible only when Section 8c of Taft.Hartley i.
removed froll the statutes or basically altered. 28

26Cohany, ~, LXXXIV, 1305-1306.
27Cbica,. 'ederation
28.ill,9..

~,

October 2b, 19i1, p. 7.
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~his

historical fact of Section Bc on the Statut.s

since

1947, as indicated above, has had its effect in undermining
effective organizing of white-collar workers in the United
States.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, no such rest ric-

tive legislation exists in Sweden,

And even if it did, it is

highly unlikely that Swedish effiployers would use such a provision to hamper seriously the unionization of their whitecollar employees.
The second change in the law that bas tended to i.ped.cr-;
ganization of white-collar employees was the addition of Section
9b..

This provision calls for exclusion of so-called profession-

II

al employees from bargaining units in which other workers are
covered.

Prior to 1947, rio such exclusion existed;

the appro-

priate unit was left to the discretion of the National Labor
Relations Board.

And "under the Wagner Act white collar worker.

were being organized • • • • The NLRB under the Wagner Act created a cliaate which stimulated organization -- bargaining units
were not rigidly defined • • • • 829
As Lester Asher, a well-known Chicago labor relations
attorney, pointed outl

29Labor Education DiVision, Roosevelt UniVersity, Spotlight
on Problem. of White-Collar Organization, Proceedings (Chicago

US7}, 9.

-

~
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The problem of organizing white-collar workers has
been made far more difficult by the Taft-Hartley Act
and its "booby-traps." Representation proceedings
involving office and clerical units vere always
lengthy and complicated, but Taft-Hartley has only
added to the difficulties and complicationse
• e • Horeover the statute has further complicated the white-collar field by providing that
professional employee8, who are elaborately defined
in the law may aecure elections within a unit of
their own. 10
A ruling by the National Labor Relations Board in 1966
expanded the definition af the term "prot.ssional employees"
to cover more white-collar workers.

.

1he Board ruled in the case

of Western Electric engineerB that employees would be classified
as engineers (i.e. professional employ~es) on the basis of the
work they do rather than "merely their individual qualifications, background, and experience."31
Under Taft-Hartley, a proteaaional employee is defined as
one with Hknowledce of an advanced type," ordinarily obtained
by completing tis prolonged course of specialized intellectual
instruction and study in an institution of higher learning • • •
as distinguished from a ,eneral academic education or trom an
apprenticeahip.H32

This ruling meant that technicians without

college degrees may be considered a "professional employee"

3°!2!te
31"Engineers Say No," Busiaeas Week (May 28, 1960), 134.
l?~., p. 136.

il'
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and will, therefore, (unless they specifically choose otherwise), be in a separate bargaining unit.

It is significant to

note that in the election held in conjuction with this case,
the engineers voted against further representation by the
Engineers and Scientists of America, an

indep~ndent

union.

The National Society of Professional Engineers intervened several weeks before the election and urged the employees to vote
the union out, since a union was tlnon-professional."
Ever since 1947 this fragmentation of bargaining units for
professional white-collar workers has greatly weakened whateVer strength white-collar unions possessed.

It has greatly

discouraged industrial unions froa attemrting to organize
thea when organizing the workers in a plant.

As a matter of

fact, this part of the law haa only tended to reinforce the belief, of both unionized production workers and white-collar workers theaselves, that the office force is "something
separate and apart," and is a part of management. 33
The third change, the insertion of Section 14a, in the

33Everett M. las salow, "Occupational Frontiers of Trade
Unionism in the United States," Industrial Relations Research
Association, Proce,dings (St. Louis, 1961), 192.
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labor relations law in the United

Stat~s,

was a deliberate

restriction ou the emerging foremen's unions.

Section 14a also

gave em,loyers another weapon to undercut the effectiveness of
union efforts since it excluded anyone classified as a supervisor from protection of the Act.

The definition of a super-

visor also was expanded to include any person who exercised any
one of thirteen various functions.

Almost overnight, employers

in hearings before the Board claimed that practically any person
who wore a white shirt was a "supervisor."

Much bestowing of

elaborate supervisory-sounding titles took place

~_n

industry and

offices.
Oae labor relations attorney observed that "in each case ia
which a union seeks to represent a bargaining unit of clerical
workers, the employer is certain to raise the argument that
every office employee is a supervisor, or in some way is allied
with management.

All of these contentions and efforts to defeat

the organization of white-collar workers have been made possible
by the Taft-Hartley Act, and its exclusion of supervisors • • •
from bargaining units of other employees.- 34
As noted in Chapter III, the

lack~

unionization among for

men and supervisors can have a deleterious effect on the

34Roosevelt University, Spotlight ~ Proble.s,

rp.
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unionizatiu~

of white-collar workers.

attitudes and actions of

~uborrlinates

Their influence on the
is considerable.

This is

true in the lovernmental and private enterprise alike.
Foreman had all the hallmarks of a group not too difficult
to unionize.

During World War II if the labor movement had suc-

ceeded in organizing foremen it would have had a powerful foremen's union like Sweden.

But "the enormous obstacle" that

have been raised since then by Taft-Hartley make it unlikely
that this will come abou~ in the foreseeable future.

Its

absence may make the unionization of some groups of non-manual
workers more difficult." 35
So~

because of restrictive legislation as outlined above,

the development of a white-collar movement in the United States
has been seriously stymied.

Coupled with the other historical

factors of employer opposition and white-collar traditional
belief in individualism, white-collar unionization in the
United States has only scratched the surface of its potential.
These factors explain to some degree why the pace of organization is

80

much greater in Sweden, where the white-collar unions

did not have to contend with such historical impediments.

35Kas8al~w, "Occupational Frontiers," p. 15, mimeo.
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Economic factors
The influence of economic factors on the lack

01

unioniza-

tion among white-collar warkprs in the United States seems to
be mixed.

Evidence and facts can be marshalled to show the

tremendous economic advances blue-coll .. r

worker~

havp

mad~

since mass unionization took place in the thirties, as compared
to white-collar workers. 36

In the long range view, th, gap

once existing between blue-collar and white-collar wages and
fringe benefits has been substantially narrowed.

For example,

in 1890 white-collar worker wages were almost double that of
manual workers.

In 1919, salaried employees earned 30 percent

more wages than manual workers and enjoyed many fringes not
available to other workers.

However, by 1946, manual workers,

who were generally union members, had exceeded the wages of
the average white-collar workers. 37
However, this

do~s

not tell the entire story.

years, starting about 1950, the degree

or

In recent

union-won wage and

36Georgina M. Smith, Office Automation ~ White-Collar
Employment, Institute of Management and Labor Relations,
Rutgers State UniVersity, Bulletin No.6 (New Brunswick, N.J.,
1959), p.10.
37Hureau of ~he Census, Current Population Ueports:
Consumer Income, Series P-60, No.3 (Washington, 1948), 3.

"...-
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fringe benefits has been pretty well matched, or in most cases
exceeded, by white-collar employees.

For example, from 1939 to

1950 the median salary of professional, tecnical and kinJred
workers increased only 114 percent while blue-collar workers'
median wages rose over 173 percent.

But from 1950 to 1959 the

salaries of professional (and others mentioned) were upped
70.1 percent while blue-collar wages increased only 55.8 percent. l8

"While white-collar incomes are substantially higher

than those of most blue-collar • • • workers, there are great
variations among white-collar occupations and • • • between men
and women in the same occupational groups.n39

Yet despite thes

variations, "white-collar workers are usually better paid than
blue-collar or service wo.rkers. h40

Salaries of city public

school teachers also have grown faster than wages of factory
production workers since 1950. 41
There is also another factor that could possibly explain
why some white-collar workers aloe not overly anxious to join

38Carol Barry, "White-Collar hmployment: Characteristics,"
.!:!Jlk Review,LXXXIV (February 1961), 140.

}~ontbly

39.!ill.
40~., p. 147_

41"Salaries of City Public School Teachers, 1957-59,n
Monthly Labor Review, LXXXIV (March 1961), 259.
"
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unions for solely economic reason..

This f&ctor is the auto-

matic wage and fringe increases that industry, as a general
rule, usually gives to its white-collar employees when
tion workers have bargained for an increase.
worker can logically argue,

»~hy

should 1 join

Th~
~

pr~duc-

white-collar
onion to get

wage increa 8 e 1! if I get thea au toma t ie .111y anY'Nay? II
One author reports that blue-collar workers object to

this situation and IIthere is resentment ()ver the fact that as
far as economic gains are concerned,

non-uni~nizcd

w~ite-

collar workers have tended to ride in behind the gains won by
the unionized blue-collar workers, especially in

th~

post World

~ar II period. 1I42

Another eC0nomic fact of life that may possibly impinge on

the lack of unionization is the
whi to-collar

"10

de~and

in recent years for

rk era J e 8 pecially technicians and prof es 8 ionals.

From available information this demand
should contiut.1e ,;\'cll into the future. 43

f~r

wbite-collar workers

1Jnder !'iuch circ~lJutan-

ces, the white-collar workers is in a better IIbargaining position" to demand and get satisfactory vages and fringe

without the assistance of a union.

As

benefi~s

a matter of f act, a
1;1

42Kas~~low, ~! Procee~ing8, 1961, p. 192.

1

:1,"1:

,I

IIII:

43HAFL_CIO Meeting on Industrial and Labor Force Changes
by 1965," Monthly Labor ReView, LAXII (March 1958), 288.

'I,'
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recent study, looking into national labor policy and tIl,> eff:::ct
unions' collective bargaining has had on inflAtion, mentioned

the "bidding up of salaries of managerial, technical and 8cientific personnel not covered by collective bargaining" as a
possible cause of inflation. 44
Needless to say, there are more than just economic reasons
fDr joining or not joining a union. 45

Economic consid~rations

are many times not the determining reasons why white-collar
workers join or reject unions.
as status, dignity,

There are social factors such

re~p0ctability,

and

values, that far

oth~r

outweigh economic reasons for unionizing or not.

When one

woman office worker was told by a union organizer that women
in th3 factory of her company earned substantially more than she
did, be caus e they h i:d a union she re torted:
they make in the plant.

tI

r don't care what

My job is ten times better.

I

wouldn't work ill that plant if they paid me twice what she is
making.,,46

44Clark Kerr et al., lli Public Interest in National
Labor l'olicy, Cornmi ttee for Economic Development (New York,
19tH), p. 125.

I

jl,lj

.1'

45E. Wight Bakke, "\~hy Workers join Unions," Readinl;s

!.!!.

Labor Economics .!.!!.Llndustrial kelations, ed. Joseph Shister,
2nd ed. (New York, 1956), pp. 30-37.
46Doolan, Attitudes

2! White-Collar

~iork~l~s, p. 5.
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So cial }'act('lrs
Of' all the f<1ctors involved in the inabiJity of
union

mov~mcnt

th,~

trade

to organize contemporary white-collar workers,

none is so imrortant as the attitudes J'c.flocted by

tht~Lil

tod.y.

More has been written about the attitudes of white-collar
workers in America than any other factor.

Their attitudes

have been given the grcI:I.test weight to explain why whitecollar workers have not joined unions.

Most authorities in

the field generally agree th.t these attitudes have been a
definite contributing factor in the lack of
white-collar workers. 47

un~oni=ation

among

These attitudes includr status, close

identification with management, individualism, and the feeling
by women that their employment is temporary.

For white-collar

workers, the amount of "prestige, independence, and initiative
given by the job seems to be more important than pay and security in determining a white-collar worker's attitude toward
joining a union."48

47For example see: O'Neill, "Clerical Yorkers' Attitudes,"
l'p. 1-2; ilarkin, Decline, pp. 44-45; KasslOl-i, .!!.U:!! Proceed:i.ngs,
pp. 191-).93; Barbash, pp. 14-16; Mills, p. 305; Strauss,
Harvard Business Reyiew, XXXII, 73-80; Seidman, Worker Views,
pp. 139-163. There are many others.
48Strauss, p. 76.
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Fron these

ry

B.

II \" 0

i1ttitudcs of presrnt white-collar

r~8istance

ees strm their
Cit r

ba~ic

r kin gel a s rl'

beneath their dignity.

C (l

to ullionism.
n not il t i ('! n •

i'.S

Ormanskys, not for me.'
cloning hope;

They fecI that unions

T () t h C' In

tl

n jon sap peR r

one union orgllnizer put it:

effic. workprs say unions ore 'for the

empl~y-

Zare].li~

IlMost

and the

To them, joining the union means aban-

it means showing hostility to the boss (whom

they may dreaM of as a close al'l~,o(:iflte and persona.l fr:iend);
:i t

also mea.ns throwing away all

opp<'rtHn~.ty

to forge ahead on

mcrit.,,49

Jack Harbash puts it another way.

He srys that "the 'up-

ward mobility' drives nrc too powerful among office

worker~

to

allo,' th l'm to join unions 1 which symbolize pe rJlw.nent stA. ttl s as
a ~age earner.,,50
In addition to the social attitudes of white-collar
workers themselves is the attitude of the public and professionals that jQiniog a union for some white-collar employees is
undignified, unprofessional, and not in keeping with their civic
and professional position.

49!lli.., p. 74.

50UarbaDh,

~.

15.

This is a view often expressed by

9.5

many persons abOtlt teachers,Sl and engineers. 52

Some serious

apprehension at timeR secas to exist in the United States
about the uldunizing of nurses, hospitals, !;overnmcnt workers
and policemen.

As

n~ted

in Chapter III, no such misgivings

exist in Sweden.
Trade-Union Factors
In addition to historical, economic and social factors,
there are also several factors within the trade-union movement
in the United States that help to explain the lack of un10nization among the white-collar workers.

One is the lack of

concerted cooperation between existing white-collar and industrial unions;

another is the failure of the central feder-

ation, the AFL-CIO, and internAtional unions to engage in an
~ll-out drive to organize white-collar employees;

a third is

the structure of the union movement in the United States.
Thp problem of jurisdiction has plagued the labor movement

for llla.ny years.

Til r: 8eriousness of :l t can be seen from the ex-

ten~ive efforts made by the

AFL-CIO Executive Council at the

II

I

,II
:'J,

51Skibbens, pp. 56-64.
520oldstein, p. 327.

'l
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1961 AFL.CIO Convention to help solve this perplexing problem. 53

Yet the question is still largely unsettled in the

white-collar field.

Here exclusively white-collar unions of

the AFL-CIO, such as the Office Employees International Union,
the Technical Engineers, and the Communication Workers Union
-- vie with industrial unions -- such as the Steelworkers,
the International Union of Electrical Workers,and the International Association of Machinists -- for white-collar members.'
For example, EVerett M. lassalow, Research Director of the
AFL-CIO Industrial Union Department, writes that "white-collar
workers, to be effective bargainers, must be closely organised
with existing production and maintenance workers' unions. • •
• I cannot imagine a union of clerks and secretaries which
cuts across all private industrial lines bargaining successfully with General Motors.- 54
Howard Coughlin, President of the Office Employees International Union, takes precisely the opposite stand.

He stDtea

categorically that "it is absolutely essential that white-

53Joseph W. Block, "The Fourth Biennial Convention of the
AFL-CIO," Monthly Labor Review, LXXXV (February 1962), 133-135.
54Kassalow, ~, LXXXIV, p. 237.
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I

collar workers be organized in unions of their own • • • • "55
The extent of this split between those two types

of unions

was illustrated quite clearly in mid-19S9 when the Industrial
Union Department of the AFL-CIO met to form a permanent Professional and Technical Workers Committee.

The committee wa·s

formed to assist union affiliates of the Department with whitecollar organizing proble.s.

No invitation was extended to the

strictly white-collar unions to participate in this .eeting. 56
A newspaper account of this meeting sharply focused on the
nub of the problem -- jurisdiction -- and su ••ed up the 81gnificance of this rift in this manner:
Up to now, unions have let jurisdictional jealousy
hamper effective action. Agreed that white-collar workers must be organized, unions fight over who will get them.
In part, this struggle pita the big industrial unions
against the smaller, purely white-collar unions, such as
the Office Employees. Such disputes, along with the
traditional white-collar worker~ bias against union1.£,
are held responsible for labor's failure to grow in this
field.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Many serious-minded union men contend the job can
neyer be done until the industrial unions admit their
alleged shortcomings and cede jurisdiction to the
white-collar unions -- eYen help them financially.57

55Howard Coughlin, ·White-Collar Unionism in the United
States," !!:.!.!. Labour World, C,XXI (October 1961), 393.
56!!!! Street Journal (New York),June 4, 1959, p. 1.
57Ibid
_t
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Yet cooperation between purely white-collar unions and
indllstrial unions is the exception rather than the rule.

The

recent victory of the American Federation of Teachers, AFL-ClO,
in New York City shows what can be accomplished when money,
publicity and support from industrial unions are forthcoming.
Here the AFL-CIO Teachers Uninn won a representation election
among public school teachers of New York City, beating its
nearest rival by over a two to one margin.

Only 662 teachers

out of some 30,000 persons voting in th(' election cast a vote
for no union.

The assistance of the Industrial Union Depart-

mcnt and the AFL-CIC was a significant factor in the outco.e of
this election. 58

It indicates the potential union cooperation

has in organi:aing other white-collar workers.
Closely related to this lack of cooperation between whitecollar unions and industrial unions is the failure of the AFLCIO and intp.rnational unions to engage in an all-out, concerted
campaign to organize white-collar workers.
There is almost general agreement, within and outside of
the labor movement, that white-collar workers have not been too

S8Information in a letter to Presidents of National and
International Unions from Carl Megel, President of American
Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO, January 31, 1962.
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amenable to union organization.

As of December, 1960, the

Hureau of Labor Statistics reported an estimated 2,200,000
union members were employed in white-collar occupations and
that white-collar members represented approximately 12 percent of all members of national and international unions.59
Labor leaders themselves recognize the fact that the organizational potential of white-collar workers in the United
States is great.

John W. Livingston, Director of Organization

for the AFL-CIO, observed that, "if our figures are correct,
80me three million white-collar workers are organized out of
a possible 10 million.

Siaple mathematics tells us that this

leaves 13 million such workers yet to be organized. n60
The labor movement in the United States, in its attempts
to organize white-collar persons, has followed two conflicting
basic theories of organization.
<a)

White~collar workers' needs and interests are bas-

ically the same as other workersJ

therefore, the labor

movement's approach to them should be the same as when it
I:

i ~,

!

59U. S. Department of Labor, DirectorY, p. SO.
60Industrial Union Department, Labor Looks, 64.
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attempts to organize other workers.
(b)

White-collar workers' needs and interests are very

different from other workers so that special techniques, approaches and knowledge must be used by the labor movement to
organise them.
80th theories. or approaches of organization have their
spokesmen and advocates.

WilliMm F. Schnitzler, Secretary-

Treasurer of the AFL-CIO, is an advocate of the first approach.
He believes that:
Workers are worker. -- no matter what they wear
on the job; no matter whether they work in factory,
in a mill, or on a construction job, or in airconditioned offices • • • •
The employers would like us to believe that
white-collar workers are somehow different; they
have different viewpoints, different desires, diff~rent wants and needs.
That's nonsense. The white-collar worker like
any other worker needs and wants and should have a
better life for himself and family. On the job, he
wants and needs and should have a wage that will enable hi. to meet today's cost of living; to provide
himself and his family with all the material goods
and services that we all seek. 61
In contrast to this, others within the laber movement hold
to the second approach, that white-collar employees call for a
different kind of appeal f'or organization.

On" uni.on spokes-

man observes that structural Changes are needed in the labor
movement "if the prevailing blue-collar interests are to be

61Ibid., p. 40.
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modified in terms of the needs of white-collar workers."62
An Industrial Union Seminar dealing with problems of profcssional and technical workers in industry, in its summary report said:

III

"It is clear that if industrial unions are to succeed in
organizing largc numbers of professional and technical workers

I

I
Ji

in the future they must make major structural adaptations to
Iii

meet the special needs of these workers."63
Nevertheless, regardless of what theory of organization
has been followed by the labor movement, it is generally agreed
that the labor movement has only scratched the surface in un-

iii.·.

f

I

ionizing white-collar workers.
Practically every AFL-eIC Convention for the last ten
years has passed resolutions adVocating organisation of whitecollar worker •• o4

Yet the Federation has ear-marked no money

especially for organising white-collar workers,

a~

it previous-

ly did in the case of the migrant farm workers in California.

i21assalow, ~, LXXXIV, pp. 234-238.
63Industrial Union Department, Summary Report !!! ConcluSeminar: Collective Bargaining Problem. of Professional and Technical Workers in Industry (Cambridge; MaSs.,
1960), 1, mrieo.
--

~

2L !!!

i4Yrank J. McVeigh, "Lessons We Can Learn From the
Teachers," Voice 2! ~ C~ment, ~, GYRsum ~q Allied Workers,
XXV (February, 1961), 1.

I:
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However, this lack of action on the part of the AFL-CIO Federation stems primarily from the nature of its organization. 65 ,
This leaves the responsibility for organizing
people up to each international union.

white-collar

But, as meritioned

a hove J this in itself brings about problems which mili tate against
workers' being organized.

In the retail field, for example,

three international unions claim jurisdiction -- the Retail
Olerks, the Retail Wholesale and Department Store Union, and
the Amalgamated Meat Cutters.

And of C0urse there is always

the Teamsters Union, ready to claim jurisdiction at the drop
of an application card.

Yet none of these unions, with the

possible exception of the Retail Clerks, has developed a massiva campaign to organize workers in their white-collar juri.diction.
Yet, if white-collar workers in the United States are
ever going to be unionized, it will take a planned massive
effort on ~he part of the AFL-eIO, and international union.
indu.trial and white-collar alike.

--

This lack of a concerted

effort on the part of the labor movement seems to this writer
to be the nub of the problem in the United States.

C. Wright

Mills correctly analysed the situation when he remarked that

rr~------------~
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"one major reason white-collar

employee~

often reject unions

is that union£ have not been available to them • • • • For
these emrloyees, the question has been to orgpnize or
'& ..

n~t

organ-

e a union, which 1.8 a :very different proposition from joining

or not joining an available union."66
If such a
United

St~te8J

conc~rted

drive is undertaken by

union~

in the

it may he discovered that all the historical,

economic, and social factors surrounding white-eollar workers
were greatly exaggerated.

The fact that over two million whiteII

collar workers have been unionized lends weight to the argument

i'

that a massive drive to organize those workors may well meet

III

with success.

',I,1

Even in Sweden, where ,more favorable hi8torical.

economic and social factors existed,it still took the continual
efforts of the white-collar unions there to unionize workers to

I

the degree they haYe today.

II

"h~

structure of the union movement in the United States
11.'1'
,

has played its part in retarding the crganization of white-collar workers.

The American structure of unions contains no ef-

fective central federation for white-collar unions like the TeO
in Sweden, separate from industrial and craft unions in the AFLCIO.

The organizing of white-collar workers into unioDI

66Mtlls, pp. 305-306.

1 .[

'I

II
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affiliated with the AFL-CIO offers such workers no feeling
that they are any different from other workers.

To the degree

that this reeling is a stumbling block to joining an AFL-CIO
white-collar union, the present union structure in America impedes the organizing of such workers.
In Sweden the salaried employees developed their own separate federation and much of the

hi~h

degree of organization

among these workers can be traced to the existence of the separate federation which excludes blue-collar workers. 67
Even the Swedish blue-collar workers union federation (LO)
saw the value in such a union structure.
salaried employees unions in Sweden noted:

As one report on
"The LO favored the

organization of white-collar workers in a separate

fed~ration

being conducive to a high degree of unionization."68

Such an

attitude is obviously not shared by the AFL-CIO about whitecollar

wor~ers

-

in

A~erica.

67Aman, TCO, 195~ pp. 13-15.
68nS a l ar ied Employees' Unions in Sweden," Labor Develoements Abroad, U. S. Department of Labor (April 1962), 2.
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CHAPTEH V
FUTURE \iUTLOOK FOt{ UNIONIZATION OF
WHITE-COLLAR WORKERS

Since the past and present factors affecting unionization
of white-collar workers in Sweden and the United States have
been anaylzed, a glimpse at the future outlook is in order.
First, what the future holds for salaried employees'
unions in Sweden will be discussed;

then the future outlaok

for white-collar orga.nization in the United States will be presented, followed by a brief

~omparison

of the future prospects

in both conntries.
Future Outlook in Sweden
As Sweden continues to develop scientifically hnd changes
occur in the process of manufacturing, the number of salaried
employees continues to grow.

This is evident today not only in

Sweden but in the tnited States and other industrial countries
as well. l

It is part of a world-wiae trend toward greater

lMorse, Heport

.21 lli

Director-General, p. 57-80.
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industrialization and with it a greater number of salaried employees. 2
With this growth of industrialisation in Sweden has come a
change in the nature of salaried eroployees' jobs.

This change,

which is similar to that taking place in the United States,
should encourage a higher degree of unionisation among salaried
employees in Sweden. 3
~ed

Many office jobs have become rationali-

and routine-centered in Sweden, and will continue to be as

industrialization continue..

In addition, the trade union move-

ment among white-collar workers in Sweden is an accepted part
of national life.
the population.

It enjoy. the respect and support of most of
All this points to greater white-collar me.ber-

ship in unions in the future. 4
The fact that over 60 percent ot Sweden's salaried workers
are unionised will naturally have a positive eftect on those
still unorganized.
tablished

People tend to join well-known, firmly es-

grou~rather

tablished.

than those struggling to become es-

One TeO official points out that "recruitment ia

28010.00 B. Levine, "One Future Industrial Society: A
Global Vision," Indystrial ~ Labor Relations Review, XIV
(July 1961), 549.

3Morse, p. 65.
4Ibid.
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becoming easier and casier and it is becuming a matter of
course that

sal~ried

should be organized.

cmpluye~s

all salaried employees --

'l'bose who stay vHtside the movement are

:egarded nowadays with considerable distrust."!

There is no

reason to indicate that this situatiun will change appreciably
in the future.
According to

e~ti.ates

unorganized workers

~till

of LO in 1961, a great number cf

exist, especially in service trades

-- In commerce, hotel., and restaurants -- where about one
hundred thousand workers remain unorganized. 6
The white-cullar uniona in Sweden, through the TCO, are
conti.nually
effectively.

8tudt~

ways to organile salaried employees lRore

They have also engaged in numerous conferences

to strengthen ties with white-collar unions in neighboring
countries,7 and have participated actively in affairs of the
white-collar Secretariat of the International Confederation of

SA.an, TCO, 1953, p. 45.
~ab~r

&u. s.

Depart~ent of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Developments Abroad (Washington, June 1961), p. 9.

7!2!!., (December, 1959), p. 3.

Ii

I
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free trade Unions. 8

All this activity has been desigued to

improve Sweden's white-collar labor movement's ability to
organize and meet the needs of the t.u:L."ried euployees still to
')" organized.
lar union

If past experience is any guide, the

mov~ment

\~hite-col-

in Sweden should be successful in its en-

deavors in the future.
Future Outlook
The same

g~neral

i!!. .ili

United States

trend in the growth and

dev~lopment

white-collar jobs is evident ie the United States
Sweden.
daily.

9

The numLer

01

~s

of

it is in

white-collar employees is growing

By 1970 it is projected by the U. S.

Departm~nt

of

Labor that white-collar workers will account for 40 percent
of the labor force. lO
Along with the increase of white-collar jobs in the United
States haF come a cbange in the nature of jobs, as compared
with the situation a few decades ago.

The close contact and

identification with management, chance for advancement, job
security, better working conditions, and a higher standard of

8Internatjonal Confederation of Free Trad~ Unions, "Executive Board Decisions," ~ La~our World, CXXII (August
1960). 316.
9CoughliD, ~ Labour World, CXXXI, 391.
10Barry, ~, LXXXIV, pp. 14-15.
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liying than other workers no longcl' exist today to
they previously did for white-collar workers. ll
cribing the

changin~

natur~

of office

~ork

lh~

extent

Though dea-

throughout the

world, a 1961 report of the International Labour Orgauization
graphically pinpoints the changes that actually have taken place
in office work in the United States, and will undoubtedly continue to do so:
Offices tend to increase in size, so that the employees work more and more for units grouping hundreds or even thousands. The office environment
becomes more impersonal. Many salaried employees
ou routine duties in mechanized offices work under
conditonB similar to those of factories, involving
high speed, machine rhythm, monotonous duties, fixed
output standards, shift work, and even payment by
reftults in some cases. Personnel policies aim at
eliminating the possibility of any individual negotiation on conditions of employment. 12
Needless to state, indications are that this will be the
trend of white-cellar work in the future. 13
As automation and further technological changes affect
office jobs, many contend this should make unions more ralatable to white-collar employees in the future.

For example,

Howard Coughlin, President of the Office Employees International

llMills, ~hite-Collar, p. 204.
12Morse, p.65.
13Mills, p. 212.
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Unien (AFL-CIO), rleclal'es tha.t "the office staff of the ncar
future will consist of individuals who will
tive devices.

Thcy bill be fur more

opcrat~

vuln~rablc

Butoma-

to unioniz-

:.tiOll than their cl(~rical predecessors •.,,14
One study of industrial relations in the next generation

points out th?t aa management centralizes and automation be-

comea more widelprcad, the white-collar worker's identification
with management will yield to a pervasive social and intellectual isolation on the job.

This ,rowing isolation from manale-

ment is likely to produce a sellBe of frustration among whitecollar workers and impel them to seek relief

organization.

throu~b

self-

This has been a familiar pattern in the growth

of large-scale industry, and white-collar workers should prove
no exception.IS

A recent executive order by the President of the United
States recognized the right of
union~

governm~nt

employees to form

and for their unions to negotiate with agency officials

14Howard Cougb1in,"'white-Col1ar' Faces Automation's
Challenge, It AlL-ill. Fre! 'I'rade Union !u!., XVI (February
1961), 3.

lSSolomon B. Levine and Bernard Karsh, "Industrial Relations for the .Next Generation,"!!:!.!. uarter1 Review.2.!. Econoraies ill Business, I (February 1961 , 21-22.
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for a written agre.ment. 16

This was a break from the past at-

titude of government agencies toward recogni.in. and dealing
with unions.
In spite of the factors mentioned above, a number of inhibiting factors will still operate to make organizing whitecollar workers difficult in the years ahead.
There is no evidence to indicate that employer oPPolitioD
to unions will decline in the future.

As a matter of fact, if

large-scale organizing campaignl are undertaken in the future
aimed at briDging white-collar workers into the union movement, it would be logical to assume that greater overte.ployer opposition would develop than is evident today.
In addition, al time goe8 by, management's methods of
eliminating employees' discontent become more and more refined.
Techniques and tactics to gauge and change employees' attitudes
toward the company are becoming better perfected with each palsing year.

For example, a survey in 1961 by the Bureau of

National Affairs indicates that employers have developed various workable •• thods for changing employees' unfavorable
lOnChronol.gy of Recent Events," ~, LXXXV, 305-306.

rr
!

~
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attitudes toward the compan,.17

Application of techniques such

al meetings with employe.s, •• ploye. publications, suggestio.
systems, "gripe box.s," interviews, and foraal grievance rrocedure can seriously undermine the appeal that union. may haTe
for white-collar workers in the future. lS
ETen with a change in the size of the office and a change
in the nature of white-collar work a8 de.cribed earlier, there

I,

II
II:·'.

ia no guarantee that these workers will she4 their individuali.tic outlook and attitude. towar4 their work.

Change. in the

nature of white-collar work haTe been loing on for the last ten
to fifteen years without any notic.able change in the attitude.
of the.e per.on. towar4 union..

It is still uncertain whether

they will turn to ullions in the fu ture as the answer to th ei r
frustratio.s and fears.

The strong traditio. of indiTidual

action a. a solution to their problems may continue to be use.
by the. ia the future a. it hal in the recent past.
As far as white-collar workers in America joining uniolls
is concerned, the future is in doubt.

l7Bureau of National Affairs, Inc .• , ·Can Unfavorable E.ployee Attitudes Be Change.'- , rson.. '.liei!. 'oru.,
Survey No. 64 (Washingto., 1961 J 3-10.
18T"'''''
~., p. 5.

,~

CHAPTKR VI
CONCLUSION
Summary

2! Study

This study has revealed certain similarities and dissimilarities between the white-collar union

c~~uation

in Sweden

and the United States.
Although the absolute number of white-collar workers in
the labor force is much greater in the United States, (due to
its population), than in Sweden, as a percentage of the work
force they are roughly about the same.
The pattern of percentage increase in white-collar jobs
also has been in the same general direction over the last fifteen years.

Indications are that future growth of white-collar

employment should develop along parallel lines in both countries as a percentage of the total work force.
Sweden, however, far exceeds the United States labor
movement in the degree to which white-collar workers are unionised.

In Sweden over 10 percent are unionized;

United States, about 11 percent.

in the

It was the purpose of this

113

II'lill,
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thesis to examine the factors which have caused this difference in the degree of unionisation among white-collar
workers.
Historial Reaction

~

Un ionia.

The historical, economic, social and trade-union factors
in Sweden all shared a role in the unionization of whitecollar worker. there.

The employer.' early recognition of

unions in Sweden helped to set the stage for the development
and growth of salaried employees' unions.

This historical

tact contrasts sharply with the situation in the United States
where a history of persistent eaployer resistance to unions
retarded the establishment and recognition of white-collar
unions.
A whole historical tradition in regard to group org8nisation peraeates Sweden, whereas in the United States, workers, including white-collar per.ons, bring to their jobs the
lite-long tradition of our country's "rugged individualism."
The Swede. long ago accepted group organisation as the moat
eftective aeana ot bettering their economic conditions.

Amer-

ieans have over the years traditionally clung to individual
initiative and action as their .eana of economic advance.ent.
the

geograp_~

of the countries, as well as the sis. of

their population and work forces, also played a role in

II

I
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determining the extent of group organization.

In Sweden a

relatively small homogenous population and work force, concentrated into a rather small geographical area, influenced the
growth of and reliance on group organization 'in the economy.
the United States, a larger geographical area,

hete~g~nous

Ia

pop-

ulation and work force were not a8 conducive to group organisation as a way of life as in Sweden.
Reasons

~

Divergense

In Sweden legislation encouraging union organisation was
the rule (when legislation waa deemed necessary to encourage
unionization).

In the United States, until the Thirties, the

historical legal precedents made unionization difficult, and,
in most cases, illegal.

Since the raft-Hartley Act of 1947

many more legal roadblocks have been set up which impede the
unionisati~n

of white-collar workers.

The establishment of the Folketshus (People's Hous.) in
the early days of the Swedish labor movement helped tQ give
unions a socially acceptable status, which nas had its impact
on salaried workers joinin& union!.

On the other hand, organ-

ised labor's historical desire in the United States has been
to gain soae measure of social acceptance and respectability,
eapecially among middle class people.
quite achieved its desire.

Apparently it has never

il .

\
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Economic factors have had an effect on the unionization
of white-collar workers in both countries.

Economic factors

had a more pronounced influence on these workers in Sweden
than in the United States.

The prospect of improved wage.

and fringe benefit. as a factor in unionising white-collar
workers in the United Statea was not as dramatic as in Sweden.

Here wage. of many white-collar workers, especially

profeasionall and techniciana, have been rising due to de.and
for the.e worker. by companiea.

Further•• re, white-collar

workers consider atatua and re.pect&bility of their jobs generally more important than money and fringel.

In Sweden this

attitude, although once prevalent among salaried employee.,
over the year. has given wa, to ecoaoaic conliderations •
. Social factors al.o have had a hand in the picture.
Social factor. in Sweden such as employers' and employeea',
and the public's attitudes toward union, and the absence of
law. which would impede union organisation, have done much to
a.siat and. encourage white-collar worker. to unionise.
factors in the United State., .uch

&8

Social

middle-clal. attitudes

of white-collar worker. toward their jobs and unions, al well
as the co ••unity'. attitude toward certain groups of whitecollar worker. belonging to unions, have made organising of

I

I
~

III
~
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such workers difficult.
In the area of trade-union factors, significant differences exist between Sweden and the United States which i.pinge on the unionization of the white-collar labor force.
In Sweden the existence of an effective, intluential labor
press, extensive worker education programs throughout the
labor move.ent,. and the pre8ence of highly-organized foremen'.
and supervisors' union8 all have creat~d an at.olphere conducive to unionization of white-collar workers.

The presence

of well-organized, well-financed, and respected white-col-Iar
unions make. unions readily available to those eligible for
organization.

A .iniau. of juriadictional conflicts exists

between aanual workers' and white-collar unions.

Instead, a

spirit of cooperation in organiZing workers prevails among
unions in Sweden.
In cODtradistinction to the aituation in Sweden, the
United Statea' white-collar workers have not had unions readily available or close at hand, even if they wished to joi.
on~.

The labor movement itself admita there has not been a

real concc~rted organizing drive aimed at white-collar workers,
and that such an undertaking

i~

long overdue.

Jurisdictional

squabbles still prevail among white-collar and industrial
uniona in those tew areas where serious organizing drives
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have been undertaken.
Learning

~

Swedish

Experienc~

It is very difficult to evaluate what aspects of

th~

swedish experience in unionizing white-collar workers has application to the United States.

From all the various factors

at work in Sweden which have affected the unionization of
white-collar workers, it fs rather obvious that a differeat
kind of atmoapbere permeates Sweden 1n regard to unions and
their position in that country.

It would be difficult, if not

impossible, to apply the Swedish experience to the United
States since divergent historical, social and trade-union
factors have ahaped the situation in both countries.
Nevertheleas, this does not mean there are not some les80ns the trade-union movement in the United States can learn
from the experiences of the Swedish movement in unionizing
white-collar workers.
Aa indicated before, some thought ahould be given to an
all-out drive by unions in the United Statea to organise whitecollar workerse

This means more than just passing resolutions.

It aeans, as was done in Sweden, the expenditure of money for
organisers, literature, and publicity to get the job done.
This approach may payoff for the United States trade union
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movement, since the blue collar sector is providing le8s and
le8s opportunity for organizing.

And it is doubtful whether

such a cORcerted effort to organize white-collar workers would
be any more difficult than is present-day organising of
collar workers.

blu~

One labor spokesman for industrial unions

sumes it up thusly.
lndeed, as one surveys the organtzing efforts of
trade unions in the blue collar field in recent
years, he is almost driven to the conclusion that
a similar outlay of resources in the white-collar
field would bear greater fruit. In the blue collar areas the labor movement today is up against
hard core company and industry hold-out situations
whieh are likely to continue to be difficult to
uni.onize. In contraet.there are almost certaInly
hundreds of white-collar employment situations where
an accumulation of grievances and the need for union
representation present a greater potential for organization • • • • 1
This is one lesson that the United States unions can
learn from the Swedish experience.
taken to heart by unions in

th~

Another lesson that can be

United States is

th~

apparent

nec •• sity for some type of orgnaisational structure that giv ••
white-collar workers the impression that their
a~a

not the sam. as the other workers.

organi~~tio~8

This may mean a sep-

arat e de11artJllental strueture wi thin the AFL-CIO.

llas8alow, lRRA Proceedings, p. 208.

It ma.y mean
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separate white-collar divisions or cOMmittees within existing
unions, such as the International Union of Electrical Workers

(AFL.CIO).

Or it may possibly mean the formation of an entire-

ly separate white-collar union federation as in Sweden.

Theae

aspects of organizational structure and techniques have in recent years been receiving more and more attention from writers
of white-collar organizing in the United States. 2
A third possible lesson that can be learned from the Swedish experience, is the need for the U. S. labor movement to
expand greatly its educational, public felations and pUblicity
activities.

Some way mUBt be found by the trade union mOYement

to compete more effectively with the masa media in the United
Statea.

By doing this, it will be in a better position to let

its .ella,e across to millionl of potential white-collar union
member~,

and to the general public.

The Swedish trade union

moYoment has done this through its ownership of thirty-three
daily newspapers, as well as a number of publishing companies.
In the United States, not a single daily labor

newspap~r

exists.

Clearly, this i8 an area in which more work must be done by
unions in America if they intend to organise the mal. of whitecollar worker ••

2Ial.alow, ~, LXXIV, pp. 236-238.
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Future Should Hold

Both countries, Sweden and "the United States, can look
forward to a growth in the number of white-collar workers a.
well a8 a change in the work environm0nt amoag white-collar
workers in the future.
This

grow~iri

the labor force of.white-collar workers

does not necessarily mean that the percentage of these workers
joining unions will increase.

For "until the main body of the

American labor movement and its conRtituent units bend to a
serious eftort to bring organization to these groups of workerl, progress must inevitably be Ilow.

Indeed many ot the

frultrating organizing effortl of the past which were conducted by iaexperienced and badly financed groups offer no clear
guide to what the future may alul can hold."3
Nevertheless, it will increase the potential for union
organisati{ln :.l1d will make the labor movement more Mid more
aware of !:"be necessity to organize wUte-collar E:Dlployees if
it is to retain its infll1cncc and posi tion in our country.

Both countries will experionce greater use of automated
machines in the office and other white-collar establishmcnts.

3Indu8trial Union Department, Collective Bargaining
Problem., 7.

~~--------~
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With the acceleration of the present trend toward office autoaation, larger unit. of workers will be brought together, and
more of a group consciou.ne.s will tend to be built up amon,
the worker..

Traditional identification with .anagement will

.lowly but aurely erode away as white-collar workers are separated further and further fro. the to, decision-maker. and executive ••
All the.e change. 1a tae job environment of white-collar
worker. should, by their very nature, aid in the unionisation
of the •• workere.
portant.

The lar,er .ise otfice. are particularly ia-

They naturally .ean larger •• mberehips for unio ••

since eaploy.es are more nu.erou..

Ia addition, the lar,e

unit. of bu.ine •• tend to produce aaong white-collar eaployee.
a "iroup coasciousness and identitication that tora the plycholo,ical ba •• ot unioRi •• ,_4

Thi. tact .. , well have been o.e

ot tae rea.on. to explai. the outco.e of the 1961 repre.entatiOR electio. ot public .chool teacher. in New York City, where
over 45jOOO per.on. were involv.d.
In the tuture, the trade uRioa aovement in Sweden will be
i . a better pOlition to capitali.e upon this situation.

Unio ••

in the United State. will have a tre.endoua opportunity and

4Seidaan, Worker ViewI, P, 266,

r~

________________________________
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potential for organizing, but it i8 still doubtful whether they
will be able to take advantage of the situation.

A favorable

climate for organizing government employees, created by the Executive Order of the President in 1962, should work to the advantage of the union movement in the future.

This milestone

should give unions in this field encouragement for more sustained organising drives

i~

the future.

It should also help

government white-collar workers to see, concretely, the result.
of union representation.

Ia addition, a nucleus already exists for future whitecollar unions.

As each year goes by the organisers of these

existing unions become more experienced.

All they need are a

few major organizing and bargaining successes to ignite the
flame of organisation among other white-collar.

The tact that

over two million workers have already been organized should give
confidence to the labor movement in the United States that

~htte.

collar workers can be organised.
However, the same inhibiting factors -- historical, eCODomie, social and trade-union -- of the past will be operating
agaiDst unions in the future, unless of course they can overcom.
them.
It i8 uncertain whether the United States labor movement
will ever reach the degree of Qrganisation among white-collar
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worker. as the Swedi.h labor movement has attained.
will tell.

Only time
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APPENDIX I
BACKGROUND

or

SWEDISH ECONOMY

AND

SOCIETY

The economic syst •• of Sweden, is. a mixture of private
enterprise, government ownerahip, control and planning, and
cooperati.a or,anisationa.

Thia mixed economy of Sweden has

often beeh t~J·.ed "tbe middle way" (between capitalism and socialism).
Sweden is a homoleneous country wich respect to race,
nationality,language, relilioD and education.

This homoC en -

•

eity is reflected in the structure of the country'. economy.
One basic char3cteristic of the Swedish economy and society is
organisation to protect ORe's economic interests.

The economy,

~ndv8try and commerce caRRot display one single unorganised

sector. l

In large sections of agriculture, economic associ-

ations haRdle distribution almoat. in its entirety.

Consumers'

cooperative. cover a large portion of the retail trade, and the
part of private trade which lies outside the orbit of the cooperatiTe .ovement is almost entirely governed by various employer orga.nisation..

Trade unioR and employer organisations

lAman, !C..2., 1953, p. 8.
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are more highlr orlanised in Sweden than in anr other countrr
in the world. 2
It is Rot s ..r,r1lial that Swedish locietr 1s far froa
coa,.titi~e

in loae respectl.

to better himself br

iapro~in,

The individual is more inclined
the ,osition of the ,roup to

which he belon,. thaR b1 aoYin, into another group.

Coapro-

aiae and cooperatioR rath.r than coapetition haye been the
vebicl •• of social cha.ce. 3
PriYate enter,ri.e account. for 89.6 percent of tb. total
Dumber of Swedish coapanie. and eaplors nearlr 80 percent of
the work force.

Alricult .. ral producer.' cooperatiyel make up

1.9 percent of all enterprisea and have about 2.2 percent of
the couatrr's aanpower.

Conlu •• rs' cooperative. nuaber leI.

thaa 8000, but over oae-halt of all
te thea.

Sw~di.h

tamilie. beloaa

Ther accouat for 3.5 percent of all fi ra. and ule

2.4 percent of the labor force.

Governs.at ownership, central

and local, make. up 5 percent of the busiaels establishmentl
and en,ate. 13 percent of the countrr's workera. 4

2Galensoa, Unio!

»••oer.9Y,

pp. 74-76.

3Heckleher, Eeonoa1s Hiltorr, p. 283.
4Albia Lind, -Tbe De.elop.eat of Labor Peace ia Sweden,.
Fackfor,nia,.rorel.,n (AUlult 1961), 8.

r~------------~
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Public 'ownership in Sweden has a very long tradition
behind it.

Since the Middle Ages the State in Sweden <as in

other European countries) hal owned vast forest areas and
sources of water power.

Public ownership of mineral resour-

ces and the production of electric power dates back to the
beginning of this century.

In Sweden the State is reaponsible

for 40 percent of the total energy

pr~duced,

ities for G percent. and private companie

municipal author-

for 54 percent.

In a number of the privately-owned companies, however, municipal authorities are part ovnera. S
The railways, for the Moat part, have been owned and
operated by the State since the first railroads were built in
the middle of the la.t century.

The postal service and the

telephone and telegraph syste •• have been government enterprise. almost trom their start.

'rom the

beginnin!~,

radio

facilities, and now teleVision. have been publicly owned

.s

in other countries of Europe.
Ga.-and water-works are also, as a rule, owned and operated by the local communities.
and bus systems in cities.

This applies also to streetcar

Other activities that have

5Hennin,. 'rii8~. Scandinavia:
(New York, 1950), pp. 13-14.

.;;oB_e;.;t;.;w;,.;e:;.;e.n;.;.

!!!.!. !.!l!l !.!.!.!

lJ.i

traditionally been regard.ed as laelon&ina to the .ector of
public enterprise are sanitation and the operation .f port.,
slaughterhouses, and meat markets.
In Sweden the State has a monopoly on the production and
distribution of liquor and wine, and processing of tobacco.
Distribution of tobacco, however, is left to free

~nterprise.

Privately-owned enterprise, as mentioned before, is still
dominant and, in general, manufacturing, commercial banks and
insurance companies are under private ownership.
The

quest~on

industries in

of socialization or nationalization of basic

~weden

has received relatively little attention

during the past twenty-five years.

Even among those that ad-

here to the concept of government control, nationalization i8
regarded by the Swedes as only one means alongside many others

by which the government aay increase the welfare of the people
under certain conditions and circumstances. 6
On the other hand, most business •• n agree that a
able amount of government control and planning was
in the post-war years after 1945.

co~sider

nece8s~ry

EVen though Sweden was a

neutral during World War II its economy was disrupted due to a
lack of trade with the warring countries.

In noraal times a180

they agree that government must take the responsibility of
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securing at least a minimum standard of livin, and of preventing
mass unrmployment.

This attitude toward economic controls and
fe~ling

planning, together with a relatively strong
reBron~ibility

~xplain ~hy
~ystem

of social

among the leading men of all classes, tends to

Sweden developed an

exten~ive

Focial security

earlier than most other countries.

It also points up

why Sweden tackled its u,ne_ploy.ent problem and agricultural
crisis in thf' 1930's rath,'r successfully.

And today they at-

tempt to tackle their present-day economic problems in their
own

~pecial

manner regardless of the ideological labels that

might be attached to their methods.?
"Welfare State" Benefit,
No discussion of

Swed~n'8

econOMic system would be com-

plete without some mention ot the "Welfare State" benefits
that prevail in the country.

By a process of gradual evolu-

tion, a comprehensive .yatem of social welfare benefits has
come into being in Sweden through legislation.

Some of the

existin~ welfare benefits include the following,S

7,1.,1 d., 52.
8The Swedish Institute, Social Renefi,ts
(Stockholm, Sweden, 1959), 2-52.

.!!l

Sweden

I
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(a)

General family allowanccB (tax free) for all chil-

dren under 16.
(b)

Free health supervision ~f children up to school

age by the Child Welfare Centers.

Certain kinds of inocula-

tions, as well as medical check-ups, are free

fo~

school-age

children.
(c)

Free vacation transportation for children to tree

children's vacation camps in summer.
(d)

Day nurseries tor children of women who work.

A

te. is charged which varies according to parents' income.
(~)

'ree tuition at schools, primary and vocational.

Free school meals in primary and secondary
as tree text books and achool supplies.

s~honls,

as well

Study grants and

loans are granted at higher leV'18 of education.
(f)

HOIRo-iurniehilti lO~M' fo'r newly-married couples.

Th~ loan is arranged by th~ central bank, and is usuallyre-

, payable within eight years at a low rate of interost

(th~ee

and one-half percent' or lower).
(,)

Cash maternity allowaneea.

Each mother receives an

allowance ,trom the governllent at chlldbirth.Other maternity
benefits arc provided in needy cascs to provide equipmertt for
mother and child, dental service, domestic help, etc., by a
supplemental allowance.
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(h)

free medical. hospitalisation, and nursing care ~ro

viding ORe of the most comprehensive health-care benefits in
the world.

The payment of all drugs and medications, and

three-fou~ths

of all doctor fees are covered under the Swedish

health insurance program.
(i)

.1

Rent allowances for tamilies with ·children.

Allow-

ances depend upon the number of children and the family's taxable income.
(j)

The allowance is paid directly to the landlord.

Low-interest loans not to exceed three and one-half

percent, for buying a home or repairing a house already owned.
(k)

Training allowancea for unemployed persons for voca-

tional training or for special courses.

Moving and traveling

allowances are also paid to unemployed persons who are offered
jobs in some other area than that in which they live.

Such

persofts are a180 eligible to receive a special family allow- .
ance for six months until they are established at thwir

n~w

location.
(1)

Domeatic assistance to look after the home on ac-

count of illness, childbirth, denth, etc.

Such assistance is

provided by the Social Welfare Office for temporary periods of
time.

'ees

are charged according to ability to pay, but in

practice are often waived.

r~--------~----------~
1"

(.)

RetiremeDt pension benefits (basic and supplementary

plans) providing for about two-thirds of a person's best years'
earnings.

Benefits are automatically adjusted (upward or down-

ward) to the cost of liyinl in Sweden.
These are just 80me of the many social welfare benefits
provided by law.
stem~ing

This li&t does not include social benefits

trom private groups or from collective bargaining.

For example, unemployment benefits are usually handled through
trade unions' uDemployment insurance clubs.

It is also char-

acteristic of Swedish social legislation to leave many areas
of administration open to self-government through volurttary
societies.

'or instance, government-subsidised health insur-

ance is administered by local societies, the leaders of which
are chosen by the insured the.selves.

Within the limits laid

down by legislation and the central lovernment, the groups
are competent to determine tha amount of

pr~.iums

paid in and

benefits paid out.
To pay for all these "Welfare State" benefits mentioned
above, the people of Swede. must pay siseable

t~xes.

For

example, an unmarried worker making the average wage in industry of $52.00 for a forty-five-hour work week pay. $14.40 in
taxes from his salary.

This

r~pre8ents

both national and local
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income

taxe8~

his health-insurance fee, and his contribution

to the basic old-age pension.

This aMounts to a graduated

tax rate of almost 28 percent.
A married worker, regardless of the number of children
finds about 20 percent of his pay withheld for taxes.

In-

stead of granting a tax deduction to the father, the State
pays an annual allowance for each child directly to the mo. there
The tax money goes mainly to pay the cost of the "Welfare
State" benefits.

In 1958, when costs of the benefits totaled

14 percent of the national net income, the national government
paid nearly half, and the local governments nearly threetenths.

The rest, two-tenths, was paid for by individual and

employer ccntribution& to varioul insurance tunds. 9
The question is 6ften raised about the effect of such
extensive "WeJ.fareState" benefit., a8 .entioned before, on
the ioell-vidual' 8 initiati Ye and the aoral fiber of the people.
The attitude of many Swede. is express.d by Arne Geijer, head
of the Confederation of Swedish Trade Unions (LO), who says

.!!.!:.!.

9W.rner Wiskari, "Rejoinder to Sweden's Critics," New
Ti •••, ~a,a.ine (October 23, 1960), 66.

it is his feeling that Swedish workers, far from having lost
initiative,

a~tually

work harder than Americans.

He asserts that there is initiative in Sweden because of
the piece-work system under which some 10 percent of the labol'
force work.
that they

According to Mr. Geijer, the workers also realize

remain competitive with other countries since
25 percent of all Swedish coamodities are sold abroad. lO This
mu~t

is particularly true in the chief exporting industries of
timber, iron ore, pulp, and paper.
Others point to the high rates of suicide and illelitimacy as attributable to the undermining moral effecta of the
"Welfare State."
joinde~

As Werner Wiskari stated in his article "Ra-

to Sweden's Critic." appearing in the New

Mala.inesll

~

Time,

"Sin, suicide, socialism and smorgasbord -- theae

are what a good many foreigners think Sweden is made of."
In regard to the rate of suicide in Sweden, he asserts:
Sweden'. rate, thouah sixth.highest in the
world has shown no startling increase in the past
balf century and no demonstrable connection with
the social-welfare state.
The nation'. suicide rate was 19.9 per
100,000 inhabitants in 1957. Swedish psychiatrist. and sociologists, point to the fact tbat

10!!!!., 61.

II!!!!., 61.
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neighboring Norway has a social-wellare state that
in some respects ,oes lurther than Sweden'. but a
suicide rate of only 7.~, or l.ss than halt the
Swedish figure.
Four other Europea. nations have even bicher
suicide rate. than Sweden -- Austria with 23.9,
Denmark with 22.5, Finland with 21.9 and Switserland with 21.6. Japan tops them all with a 1951
rate of 21 per 100,000 inhabitants.
All that is clear is that no one has more than
splculatioD to offer in explanation of why Sweden,
with the highest standard of living in Europe and
a far-reachin, .ocial security system, should also
have 10 many suicidl'. No comprehensive study of
the question hal be~n aade.
This undoubtedly i. an area for further study and research
by lociololists or p'rcholo,i.t. whole lindings .i,ht possibly
open up new insi,hts into the effects of the ·Welfare State" on
the individual.
fhe high rate of illeaitimate births 1n Swe.en, wh1ch accounted tor nearly 25 perceDt of all births in 1957, Wiskari
as.ert. milht pos.ibly be traced to the fact that SwedeD keep •
• ore reliable and inclusiYe statistics about this matter than
other coantrie. do.

He points out, however, that the State

Churoh (the LutheraD Church) admits' that only 3 percent of the
population can be clas.itied as bODa tide church .e.bers.
Whether or not a relatively high rate ot illegitimate
births, coupled with a comparatively low church .e.bership in
Sweden, is attributable to welfare statism i. problematical.
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It is not the purpo.e of this thesis to determine, one way or
another, what the moral effecta of the welfare benefits have
been on the individual.

levertheless, these charget and explan-

ations of possible answera are presented in order to give the
reader a more complete and accurate background picture of
Sweden's economy and society.
Political System

~weden'!

Another importnnt aspect of the economy and .oeiety is
Sweden'. form of government.
parliamentary democracy.

Sweden ca. be classified as a

The Swedish Parliament (Rikada,)

celebrated its quincentennial in 1935.
housea, an upper and lower.

It is composed of two

Universal male suffrage was in-

stituted in 1909 (for elections to the lower house) ~nd in
1918 (for voting for the upper house).
rights in 1921.

Women obtained voting

The lower house of Parliament is elected by

popular vote every fourth yearJ

the upper bouse by municipal

and county electoral bodies which, in turn, are elected by
direct popular vote every four years.
The executive authority rests with a Prime Minister and
CabiBet chosen according to the principles of parliamentary
government.
The basis of the parliamentary system in Sweden is the
existence of solid political party groups.

There are four

141
auch political parties:

the Social Democratic Party, the

Conservative Party, the Farrucrs l Party, and the Liberal Party.
The first modern party in Sweden was the Social Democratic Party, which wa. founded ia 1889.

It has retaiaed power

in Swede. aa the aajority party continually siaee 1931.
The Conaervative Party originally opposed the develop.eat
of democracy, and later waa

activ~

in supporting national tra-

ditions, military eatablishmeata, and the existibg economic
order.

Today this political party has expressed strong sen-

timentA in favor of democracy.

The most important supporters

of the Conservative Party are the industrialists;

but this

party gets most of .its vote. from the lower middle class and
white~collar workers. 12

The 'armer.' Party in Sweden has a very clear electoral
basis among farmers with middle-.ized farms, but it also gets
support from a number of small farmers.

The Farmer.- Party

has cooperated .readily with the Social Democrats

in advoca-

t18g and supporting social welfare measurel.
rinally, among the parties Co the right of the Social
Democrat. is the Liberal Party.

This party was very important

during the struggle for democracy and parliamentary govern.ent,

12rriis, p. 7.
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but it has gradually lost its original support in elections
between World Wars I and II.

However, in recent years a

slight resurgence ot Liberal Party strength has been seen.
It has attracted some of the faraers as w.ll as a pertion of
the middle class in the cities.

It is now one of the strong-

est opposition parti.s in Sweden.
There has been great stability in the leadership of the
parties and in the political syst.m.

An important aid to the

democratic stability has been the existence of saall holdings
in agriculture, handicraft, and trade.

Hany small companies in

industry, scattered throughout the land in small and med·iuasise towns, make up the economy of the country.

These units

in the econoa,.. still are important in Swedish politics.

Num-

erically-large, these groups in the population have acted as
a balance in two ways:

on the one hand, the Social Democratic

Party has modified its policies to attract votes from them;
on the other hand these groups are important factions in
modifying policies in all the other parties.

Because of the

political weight of the lower middle class (which includes a
si.ea~~. n~mb~r

of salaried employees) no party

dare~

to in-

troduce economic legislation thnt wuuld threaten the position
of small business.

Government policy has traditionally safe-

guarded the small entrepreneur.

From the point of view of

4
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econoaie efficiency these policies .ay be rather

queltiona~le,

but they have been an influential factor in the .aintenance ot
political stability in Sweden.13
In concludini this brief description of Sweden's economy
and lociety in a narrow sense, a general characteristic ot
Svedi.h .ociety should be noted which differentiatel it froa
the United State..

American aociety is characterised by a

aobility--geolraphic, occupational and social 14 --whicb i.
almoat entirel, absent in Sweden.

Swedisb society i. probably

even aure static ia this respect than other European countries.
Unlike many European countrie., Sweden has been spared the iapact of war and revolution, and unlike the United Statel, her
populatioa has never
tion.

be~n

increaled by any siseable immigra-

ThuI, despite ber rapid industrialisation, Sweden toda,

atill display • • ome of the basic characteristics of pre-industrial society.
Certainly, the relationship. between the various .ocial
Croups bave not reaained totally unchanged.

For instance, a

l31_id., pp. 20-21.
l4Se,aour Martin Lipset and Reinhard Bendix, §opeial
Mobility lR ledu8trial Society (Berkeley, 1959), p. T.

14e
distinctive feature of Swedish society today is ecanomic leYel1ing.

But productivity increa8e8 and 80cial welfare measures

have made it possible to attain a large measure of economic
equality without drastically infringing upon the incomes of
the ·upper classes.- 15

l5Heckscher, p. 282.

APPltNDIX II
COMPARISON OF UIIOK ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
Te underataDd 'etter tbe operation of white-cellar
ualon. la Sveden, • brief dileussion of their or,anisational
structure will ,e helptul.
I . 'er•• of their structure, trade unions in Sweden are

-balieall, li.ilar" to tho.e in the United States. l

Slace

the basic .rlanlsational structure of unio •• in Sveden doe.
Rot differ 'etv.ea aaaual aad aalaried employee., tbe uaion
orlaniaation.l .tracture described here is that of the leadia, white-collar federatioa, the Central OraaDication of
Salarie' Imploye •• (TCO), and it. affiliat.s,

It i . ala.

applicable to tbe other uai.a tederations in Sveden •• atio.e.
ta the th •• i ••

ISt!!Sg'!

at leg

'!i!t!tiog

The C•• tral Orl.nt •• tioa of Sal;tri.d '.ploy•• 1 (TCO) t.
the lar,.at aad .ost 18fluenc!al uaioa tederation to represent
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white-collar workers in Sweden.
affiliated national unions.

It ia comprised of 36

The largeat is the Swedish Union

pf Clerical and Technical Employees in Industry (SIr) with
115,000 memb.ts. 2

The Swedish Foremen's Union (SA) with

43,000 aembers, the Munictpal Employees Union (KIF) with 32,
000, the Comaerical Employees Union (HIF) with 22,000, and
the Civil Service Executives Union (CST) with 22,000 are
other important

groupa~

3

There are also s.parate organila-

tions for nursea, school teachers, military officers and noncom.issioned

offic~ra

in the defenae forces, civil detense

employeea, journalista, police.en'A and other professionse
Most of the TCO unions started as professional groups or
humanitarian societies in the early 1900.8.
During the 1920's, one by one, the salaried employees'
organizations in existence Iradually began to include trade
union satters in their programa, and sought to bargain with
employers about working coaditioa..

Xew group., such as the

Swedish Union of Clerical aDd techaieal Employees in Industry,
were tormed for the purpoa. ot purauing trade-union objective..

It is interesting to note that the leading TCO union

2Adamaaon,!!!.
3Ibid
.......... •

The Syediah Union, p. 2.
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(SIr) was form.d 1. 1920 "on a 'Yery mode.t Icale as a link

10

to speak between the employee clubs then existing in a number
of firms, who.e chiet character was social. R4
Thi. tran.itio. fro. social groups to trade unions was a
slow

e'Yolutionar~

proce.s.

It was impelled by certain econom-

ic fact., which were 4ilcu •• ed earlier.

During the Twentiel,

the salaried employee.' croups _de progress toward becoming
organisations that carried out the tunctions of a trade union.
They were .mall in nuaberl, but the nucleus of a powerful
white-collar union aove.ent"al foraed.

It needed only the

fiSlion of legal recognitloD In later years to unleash a chaia
reaction of explosive

ener,~

which was latent within it.

The salaried employ,e.' organisations brought matters aftectia, working condition. or employaent to the attention of
the ••ployer.

They then appeale. directly to the employers

to public opinion to .et the.e matter. sol..,ed.

Bur ing

01'

the

latter part of the Twenties, the question of retirement pen.lons was the .ain ilsue.

Thil led to cooperation between

'Yarioul .alarie4 eaployee. group..

In 1927 it led to the for-

matio. of a Pen.ions C••aittee tor Salaried Employeel'

41ltid., p. 4.
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Association. 5

However, holidays, layotf notices and sick-pay

also were discusse. with the employers,

The question of

salaries usually was the last item on the agenda.
The need for more and aore joint actiorl and cooperation
among the Swedish salaried employees' associations beca.e
evident as they pursued trade-union objectives.

In 1931 a

Salaried Employees' Centr.al Organization (DACO) was formed.
It was a confederation of eight organisations with a total membership of about 20,000.

It was started by the Bank Employeea t

Union •• railway si·laried workera, and industrial foremen and
supervisora.o

In 193? a special central federation was formed

by State and municipal emp10y.ea.

It was comprised of eight

affiliate. and about 40,000 membera.?

In 1944 theae two groups

came together to form the Central Organization of Salaried Employeea (TCO).
TCO charters the national uniona.
turn charter local branches.

The national unions in

Each local branch is made up of

company units, or emploYeecluba as they are called.
The highest policy-making body in TeO is the Congress which
meet. every three years.

There are 200 delegates who represent

SAman, ~, 1953, p. 10.
6Xordenskio1d, ~, LII, p. 41.
?Aman, TCO, 1953, pp. 11-12.
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affiliated national unions at this Congress.

The number of

delegates and votes are determined proportionately according
to members in the union, but each union is entitled to at
least one delegate. 8

The Congress check. on the activities

of the "Executive" since the previous Congress. -The "Executive" of the TCO consiats of the president and eight other
me.bers who are the top officials.

They carry out the day-

to-day work of the organisation.
The Congre •• alao deals with policy matterl relating to
future or past activities of the TCO.

'or example, during

the 1958 Congre •• the delegates took action on questions dealiag with the fiaance. of affiliated unions, educational activitie. of TCO, and how to get greater participation and iaterelt of women workers and young employees in their unions.'
Between meetials of the Coagres., a General Council of
100 aembers, appointed by the affiliated unions, is the high-

est governing body.

Each uaion is represented by at least

one member on the Council.

It meets at least once a year

to consider importaat matters.

8Amaa,

-

9Ibid.

!£2,

1958, p.l1.

As a matter of practice, an
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extra meeting is usually held every year to deal specifically
with current collective bargaining pro~lems.lO
The functions of the TeO federation are spelled out in
ita Constitution.

There is a greater number of functions re-

lecated to the TCO tederation than to the AFL-CIO in the United
States.

For example, according

~o

the TCO's Constitution, it

shall "work for the formation and maintenance of efficient
trade union organisations and define the spheres of recruitment.- ll
tiliat~d

In addition, it has the power to "represent the afunioRs in matters of common interest."

TCO, through its Civil Service Section on which officials
of affiliated national unions are represented, conducts contract negotiations centrally with the Civil Service Minister. 12
In the private

8e~tor.

TCO offers the national unions advice

and suggestions on bargaining but the actual negotiations are
in tbe hands of the national and local unions.
The TeO federation also has authority to order the merger

IOIbid.
II!!!!., p •••
12"Salaried Employ ••• • Union. in Swed •• ," Labor n.v.lAbroad. U. 8~ ~epartment of Labor (April 1962), 1.

opment~

15~

of affiliated uniona witb aimilar or oVerlapping jurisdiction. 13
So power ia more centralized in the TCO federation than
in tbe AfL-CIO.

This is particularly true in the areas of

jurisdiction, collective barlaining and union existence.
TeO, like the AlL-CI0, also acts as a clearing h"use for
information, representB salaried employees' iaterests in legislative matters, and on La.or Ha.rket Boards.
In addition to charteria. national unions, TCO has established special sections
unions aust join.

or'~o ••ittee."

which particular

Tbis situation il quite unlike the labor

movement in the United States where committee membership in
the AFL-CIO is on a voluntary balis.

In Sweden, a special

Civil Service Section deala with matters of interest to State
civil servants.

TCO's Municipal Salaried Employeea' Comait-

tee is a somewhat similar body tor employees in the field of
local

.ov~rnment.

aiailar committee
haa allo been

The unions in tbeprivate sector have a
set~p.

'separate committee ror enliReera

establi~bed.

Structure

~

!£2 Affiliat!!

Just a. the TCO is governed by • periodic Congress and

13'a.a, ~, 1958, p. 10.

H

M34
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an elected -Ixecutiye."

,0

are the aftiliated national uniofts.

The Conlre •• of a aational union aeet. at regular intervals,
generally about every tvo years.
siailar to 'lCO'. Congress.

It carries out function.

'lhe union's HSxecutive,tI local

unions, and even indiTidual ftembers can submit motions to the
Congress.
Individual aeaberl belong to a local branch.

The branch

is the basic unit of the union organisation as a whole. 14
When membership is spread oYer a wide geographical area and
the mcaberl do nat live in deDlely populated communities, they
are

orgAnis~d

on a county or. district branch basis.

The duties of the local bfaaches vary.

One common duty,

however, is to .recruit new meabers altd ca·rry out instructions
and decisions of the national union.

In some cases,

tb~re

present their members in local negotiations with the employer..

It is also their duty to entorce and police agreements,

collect dues, send in reports and wage statistics, and carry
out the union educational programs.

The shop clphs fdrm a

part of the local branches, and it is in these shop clubs
where most plant contract negotiations arc carried out once
a basic agrepment has been reached between TeO national

15'
union a and SAF.

It ia at the ahop club level where most

member participation ia evident. 1S

The shop club doea not

have the power to sian a contract until approved by the local
branch.

This is .iai1ar to

u.

S. experience where local

union approval is ,enerally needed.
The local -branchea of unions affiliated to TCO have
grouped themselves te,ether on a local area or regional basis to form TCO Committeea..

Jhese Committees are comparable

to city or county central bodies in th. United States.
ever, theae

TC~

How-

co.mittees are composed solely of white-collar

local union branchea.
~

Trp •• !! Union Structure

Unions affiliated to TCO vary in orlanizational structure.
Local branches are orlani,ed either on an industrial (vertical)
or craft (horizontal) ba.ais.

'or example, the Union of Cler-

ical and Technical Employee. in Industry, and the Municipal
Salaried Eaployeea t Union are or,anized on a vertical (industrial) baaia.

On the other hand, TeO'a Union of Foremen and

Superviaora, and the Nur.ea Union are set up along horizontal
(craft) line ••

lSOalen80n, Union De.ocracy, p. 84.
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Aecording to TCO, no
~revails,

organisational structure

although the trend seems to be toward the vertical

(industrial)
A TCO

~articular

ty~e

~ublication

of organisation among salaried

em~loyees.

state ••

At, the ~re8ent atage, it is difficult to divide
salaried em~loyee.t unions consistently into unions
with a vertical or a horisontal structure. Unions
have not develo~ed according to a well thought out
plan. Unions were for.ed when a group of e.ployees
found it o~portune, in order to defend their interests. Rationali.ation and coordination do not
date back to more than one decade. It is obvious
however, that the vertical ~rinci~le has been continually gaininl ground, a contributory cauae being
-- both in the ease ot salaried employees and manual workers -- the Irowth, structure and methlas of
aelotiations of the e.~lo1ers' organisations.
Structure !! Ualo.s !a United State.
Oraanisational .trueture of white-collar union. in the
Uaited States generally follows that of the other unions here.
The same general organisational strueture ot unions exists in
the U• • ~ as in Sweden., The tvo major
(a)

The

~xistence

exce~tions

are:

of only Ohe major federation of labor

in '.erica, the AFL-CIO, with, no

se~arate

central tederation

for white-collar workers; and
(b)

Generally no active employee clubs or company units

exist as in Swe4en (although so.e U. S. local unions may

lSI
occasionally contaia s.parat. compaay unit.).
Regular white-collar unioDs in the United States are
organized on a mixed basis, vertical (industrial) and horisoDtal (craft).

As in Iw.den, however, the trend is toward

vertical organisation.

A aajor exception to this trend 1.s

the Office 'mployees I.ternational Union.

Its jurisdiction

or organising exte.ds t. all office worker., regardle.s of
trade or industry they work iD. 17
The labor relations law loverning the bargaining unit
structure in the United States, in eftect, calls for separate
uaits of protessionala from production workers.

This has had

a bearin, on the structure ot white-collar unions in the
United State ••
In addition to the structure of regular white-collar
unions ia the United State. aece.sitated by the law gOYerning bargaining units, a number of production-worker industrial unions haYe organised thousands of clerical, protes.
sional and technical eaployees in the manufacturing industry.18

l7Industrial Union Department, Labor Look., p. 18.
18U. 8. Department ot Labor, Guide to Labor - Manageaeat,
p. 5.
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go.pari,on

2L Collective Bargainin& SYlte.s

Si.ilarities between collective bargaining in Sweden and
the United State. viII be evident from the description that
follows.

However, oae essential difference in the collective

bargaining syste., i, the high degree of centralized bargaining that exists in Sweden.

The AFL-CIO in America, for

the mo.t part, participate. in no collective bargaining negotiation. of affiliate. and ill not as instrumental in forJllulatinl
bargaining policies as LO or TCO is in Sweden.

Collective

bargaining contracts are u8.al1y indultry-wide in

S~e4en a~d

on a coapany-by-company Dasls in the United States. 19
A good relationship exists between the employera, repre.ented by their central organisation (SAr) and the
repre.ented by LO or TCO.

work~r.,

Collective bargaining in Sueden

has a relatively long history of mutual acceptance.

Ever

since a general strike back in 1909, labor and management
have respected each other.

Each accepts the right of the

other to organise fnr collective

bargaining.

Strike. or

lockout. have been very rare since 1909.
In contrast to the feelings of soae employera in America,

19M7ers, Indy,trial Relation's, p. 20.
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most Swedish employers have no
indu.try-wJde bargainin,.

fear~

about thereaults of

For example, a production direc-

tor of one of Sweden'. largest manufacturing co.panies reported tbat "we have had it in our industry for forty yearl
and we are accuat ••ed to it.

I don't share th. fears of

A•• rlcln employeI'll abO\lt lta bad. effects. H20

Another Swedish

busin ••• executive note4 that "industry-wide bargaining on
a· national baai • • '1' .erve •• an .ffective instrument . f
iaflation-control, rather than becoming the great tbreat to
oconomic stability .s feared by

;0

many employers and soae

econollliats in A.erica.· 21

Another major difference between the

t~

collective bar-

gaininl .yste •• ts virtually universal acceptance of

union~ ••

by employers in Sweden as a peraanent institution, as opposed
t~

the &ttitude tovard uaiont •• by United State. employera.

A hlgh-rank1.ng off.icer of the Contederation

0'

Swedish

a.players (SAF) expressed the t.eling of Swedish employera
toward uniofta..

He aaid that "I peraonally and

11.0

at Swedish.

".ployers are qui'e aware of the importance tor stable iucl.. l trial relations ot stron, and.

20!lli., p. 24.
21.!W.., p. 29.

vell-~alanced

labor

union~

Ii
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Meither the eaployera' organizatlons nor any senaible individual eaployer in Sweden today would dream of de.troying or
weakening the Swediab trade union aove.ent.- 22 In Sweden
there il notbinl coaparable to tbe right-to-work law move.ent
which haa receive. the aupport of aany ••ployers in the
Unite4 State. in recent year ••
rbe three larle ce.tralised groups in Sweden usually enaage in baraaininl -

the Confederatioll of Swedish E.ployers

(SAY), the Confederation of Swedilh Trade Unions (LO), and tbe
Central Oraanisatlon of 8alarled Employee8 (TeO).

They ulual-

ly exerciae conliderable Infl.ence over their affiliatel i.
collective bargainin, aattera.

The executive otf.oerl ot SAr

have the tlnal lay in collectlve bargaining aaong e.ployerl.
Ko collective bargaininl contractl may be agreed to by
dual companiel without their approval.
te lockoutl.

indivi~·

The same thing appliel

In LO, national uniona .Ult apply to LO execu-

tivel for per.il.ion to atrike an e.ployer if it involvel mOre
thaD 3 ,eroent of the uDion'a . . .berlhip.
ciae

.1

TeO doeln't exer-

auch influence over itl .ffiliate. al the other two

aroup. do.

Rowever, under ita Conltitution and By-Lawl, TCO

otticiall are entitled to take part in contract negotiationl
of aftiliate4 unio.a.
22 Illi4., p. 54
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Wage negotiations are u8ually carried on at the local branch
or club level, while uther matters affecting working conditions
are covered on au industry or national basis.

In recent years,

pattern-setting basic vage agreements have been negotiated
between the TCO federation and employers.

These basic agree-

aenta in turn are used as "a trane of reference" in reaching
agreements at a local 18.el. 23
In addition to reaching collective agreements on economic
aattera, SAF and LO have signed a number of joint agreements·
on separatcsubjects.

The first of these agreements

in 1938, after tvo years of talks.

VAl

signed

It called for means of

settling disputes by the orlaaizations

the~~elve8

rather than

having lovernment regula.tioRs of labor-management disputes.
Other joint alreeaent • • ince that time include agreeaenta
covr.riagl

'actory Safety C. . .ittee. (1942),

OceupatioDal.

frat.ia, (1944). Work. CouDcils, or Labor-Management Co ••ittee. (1946), and Time and Motion Studi.,

(19~8).

TCO also

silned the alreement ·on Works Councils. 24
Atter 1936, due to passage of a law sanctioning it, collect! •• bariaiRiag with white-collar unions became generally

23!horbjorn Carlson, "Swedish 'Works Councils' Aid Labor
Peace," ~-~ ~ Trade Union ~, XVI (March 1961), 2.
24Myerl, p. 2.
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accept~d

in

Sweden~

Negotiations were traditionally carried

out on a lingle work-unit basis, either a plant or office.
III recent years, however, TCO has pl.ayed. a more and ••
active role in collective bargaining.

Due to

1'.

th~ ~.pha.i.

on

centralised bargaining, the desire of labor, managemeft' and
government to keep wag •• and price. withi. rea.onab1. 1imita,
and organisation of employer. into large a.sociation., TCO haa
b.en spurr.d taward •• 11'. c.ntralized bargaining,
plies affiliates

~ith

TCO .up-

up-to-date r ••• arch aaterial or.

~he

con-

dition. of their compani •• and .alarie. paid for various vhitllScellar jobs in their region and

fi~ld8.

A• •• ntioned before, tuture collective bargaiaia, prop •• al •
• r. discu •••• at central eo.ferencea _pranged

by rco,

.r at

••• tinpol the General Couaeil.Sp.cial contract clause. have
alao b.en inserted in local aireelllents at the rcco_OJl4."ioll of
TOO.
In bargaining with municipal authoritie.,
part.

Teo play. a major

Direct negotiations are carried on through 100'. Nuai-

eipal Salaried '.ploy.e. C•••itt.e.

However, .uck bar,ainiag

•••• io •• are attended by r.pre.entativeso'
group con.erned.

Ooyer••• nt employee.

hav~

~he

1.ea1 branch

the right to bargain

collectively ia fact, thouah this widely-accepted ri,ht has a.t
yet

~e.n

recoani.ed by law.
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AIIOli the tew law. in etfect dealing with collective bar-

gaining 1. the Right ot Aasociation and Negotiation Act paased ia 19]6.

It wal Ipecifically aimed at .ncouraaing col-

lecti .... bargainina b.twe.n aalaried employees and their employ.rl. 25

It allo protected the right ot ellployer. to or-

laais. and bareaia collectiv.ly.

The a igniticanc. of t hi.

law wal 4i.eu ••• 4 at 1.Bath in Chapt.r III.
Anoth.r lIajor law pa.se4 in Sweden va. the "Law of Collective .Ireell.nt •• "

Bnacted on Jun. 22, 1928, it laid down

rule. ,ov.rning collective hargaining agreem.nt..

For ex-

allpl., it provided that agre.ment. b. writt.n, that they b.
hindinl on all •• mb.ra cov.r.d, and that no strike could take
plac. durin, the t.r. of a contract. 26

The law all. 5.t up a

Lahor Court tor the arbitration of contract difterenc.s.

The

court trihunal Coonsiat. of I.ven aellb.rs, tvo troll la hor, two
tro. lIana,.ment, and three i.partial memb.ra, one of who. ia
the chairaan, appoint.d by the lov.rnaent.

The chairaan and

on. public aemb.r IIU8t have judicial training, while the thir4
i.partial mellber lIust be a perlon with apecial insight and

25.aa4 ,

!£i,

1953, p. 26.

2i8.rtil Bolin, ·State Intervention in Industrial Relationl," Facktor.nia,lrore18.n (Augult 1961), 11.
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experieace in industrial relations,2?
The Swedish salaried employees union movement has a
policy regarding salaries aimed at a substantial spread of differentiation between individuals according to their type of
work.

This differs vaatly from the non-white-collar unions

whoae wage increaaea are based on the "policy of solidarity"
aimed at increasing wa,es about the aame for all classifications of work.

The salaried employees' unions lay great strews

on factors such as training, experience, and responsibility,
when bargaining for wage increase.,

Usually salaried employ-

ees' unions bargain for percentage wage increases rather than
centa-per-hour raises,
Swedish unions do not put

a8

auch emphasis on seniority

for promotioRs or layoffs in their collective bargaining
agree.enta as do American uRioRS,28

This is particularly

true in aalaried employees' contracts where emphasia for promotion and advancement is placed on merit and ability.29

27lbid
-'
28Hyers, p. 108
29!.!!!., p. 100

1~7

Nei.ther union-shop or check-off provisions are found in
any of the industry-wide agreements.

This has not, however,

been a stumbling block to mature industrial relations'in Sweden,
since union membership haa been so nearly universal.

Union

dues are collected in the plants or offices by union rcpresentatiYea who operate on a commission basis.

For this rea.son,

the unioD itself would undoubtedly object to

8.

check-ott of

Ullloft dues.
A unique feature of the collectiye bargaining system in

Sweden iii the labor-management joint committees in plants or
offices.

They are often called enterprise or works councils.

These works councils were established by an agreement in 1946
between the employers' confederation (SAF) and the two 1arge8t
union tederations, LO and TCO.30
The •• joint comai tteefl uRua11y meet <plarterl:- to learn froll
the empl\lyer vital information about production, lale3, .lIploylIent, and the financial situation of the company_
as well as "gripes"

abou~

general working

These matters,

co~dition8

of the

plant or oftice, seem to take up most of th e ti::\e of the se works
coullcils. l1

In other words, they serve a8 a formal channel of

communi cations.

30Dorothea De Schweinits, "Consultation and Negotiation in
Swedish Factori.s," Monthly Labor Reyiew, LXXXIII (October
1960), 1039.
lIMyerl, p. 109.
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In addition, labor and manage_ent in Sweden have an organized system for making recommendation. prior to negotiations
involving

di~putes

on layoff and possible strikes that affect

the public int erest.

Thea e recCi mmend,' t ions are channeled

through t he Labor Market Board, vhi ch is

Il1l

de up of three re-

presentatives from each of the three large federationa (SA',
LO, and TeO).

Recov.mendations are handed down to the national

union and employer involved, who in turn enter into collective
bargaining with the r ecomllend;ltions in mind. 32

32D. Scbeinitz, p. 1039-1040.
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